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Senior Thesis I Introductory Material
II. INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL:

•

Dances I am In
1.

"Calling at Cats, Whistling to Wolves" - Laura Karlin

2. "Danza Per Morta" - Jordan Marinov
•

The Choreographer (s) (name and bio)
I. Laura Karlin ➔

Laura is the founder and artistic director of Invertigo. She graduated summa cum
laude from Cornell University with degrees in Choreography/Production and LGBT
Rights. She moved back to London, where she studied dance theatre and
contemporary dance, trained with Akram Khan and choreographed and performed
with Synergy Dance Theatre, Snapdragon Dance and the prestigious Resolution!
Festival.
She moved to Los Angeles to work on a commission by the LA Contemporary Dance
Company as choreographer, performer and head of education/outreach. She worked
as Assistant Artistic Director for the Beverly Hills High School Advanced Dance
Theatre Group for 2 years. She teaches yoga and dance classes to students from 9 to
83 years old .
She founded Invertigo Dance Theatre with the aim of creating a vibrant dance
institution in Los Angeles. She choreographs for the company and works to make

lnvertigo a lively presence in LA through performance, education, outreach and
collaboration .
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2. Jordan

Marinov ➔

Jordan's dancing has taken her around the world -- from NYC to the Russian
Embassy in D .C., to Cyprus. She has worked as a dancer, actress, choreographer and
model for film, television, commercial, music video and concert works. She has had
the pleasure of working with Kathryn Bigelow for HBO as an actress, choreographer
and casting director. Jordan also appears in the music video Trail of Blood by actor

& hip-hop artist Slaine directed by Los Silva. Jordan completed a BFA in Dance
magna cum laude from Marymount Manhattan College where she was hired to speak
to graduates about creating a thriving dance company in 2011. Jordan is currently
artist director of Marinov Dance, which, in collaboration with Red Dress
Films created The Intimacies Project: a series of daring multi-media events about
relationships and the impossibility of love. The Intimacies Project film was screened
on the Grand Screen at Tribeca Grand in 2011. The project earned a space grant from
Chashama, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, The Fashion Center
BID, and the Times Square Alliance to perform in NYC. Marinov Dance was
commissioned to set work and perform at the Rio Grande Theatre in New Mexico .
Her dancing and choreography can also be seen in Bill Hayward's upcoming
film Asphalt, Muscle and Bone. Marinov's W"rk has been danced at New York Live
Arts, John Jay College, Galapagos, Winter Garden in the World Financial Center, The
Margulies Gallery in Miami, Rover and Bill Hayward's studio .

•

Choreographic Aesthetic

Laura Karlin
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o

Laura Karlin's aesthetic is theatrical. She aims to portray a specific story line
through her movement. This is not necessarily the case for the other pieces I am
in, so it is interesting to experience movement coming from very different
inspirations. Her movement is grounded and very "human-like." Laura also asks
for a great deal of collaboration and participation with her dancers. We are often
asked to create a phrase, which she will then manipulate, add to, or morph into
something else.

Jordan Marinov
o Jordan's aesthetic is very expressive and explosive. She expects us as dancers to
give every thing that we have 100% of the time. Her movement is very athletic
and demanding. Jordan's movement comes straight from her heart. She draws a
lot of inspiration from personal experiences and events/struggles she is currently
facing in her life. Because of this, she often checks in with us in regards to where
we are in our life, how we are feeling, etc., and asks us to use these experiences as
inspiration to drive our movement.

•

The Intention of the Dance
Laura
o

The social justice issue of "cat calling" serves as inspiration for Laura's piece.
We have been discussing what it is to be cat called on the street. How does this
affect how we act when we are walking to and from places? Is it endearing? Is it
humiliating? Is it scary? Is it degrading? How does this sort of attention affect
the way in which we carry ourselves in our daily lives when subjected to this type

9

of attention? We are portraying the vulgarity of catcalling and how this attention
leaves us very vulnerable. The piece is interactive with the audience and very
realistic.

Jordan
o Jordan's intention for her piece is very ethereal as well as strong and confident.
She asks us to approach the piece with a strong sense of self. She also asks us to
truly "dig in" and use personal experiences to drive our movement and
performance. Jordan wants to empower us as dancers and make us feel like
strong and independent beings who are capable of anything.

•

The Structure of the Dance

Laura
o Music -1) Octa & Reverse, Nebula 2) Suite No. 2 in B Minor, J.S. Bach 3) Just a
Closer Walk With Tee Dirty Dozen Brass Band 4) Additional sound design by
Toby Karlin
o
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Number of dancers - Thirteen dancers

Jordan
o Music - "Messa de Requim, Guiseppe Verdi"
o
•

Number of Dancers - Twelve dancers

Role in the Dance
o

Laura ➔

Ensemble/ Soloist
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Jordan ➔

Ensemble/ Soloist

Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer I bring to the work as we begin:
Laura

o Laura's piece is very physically and technically challenging. It is long and has
very difficult elements to it. Aside from the group work being challenging, I also
have a fairly long solo at the very end of the piece. It is technical contains a lot of
floor work, use of plie, and quick shifting of weight. I have to make sure that I
am on my center and on my leg, pacing myself, and being smart about how I
expend my energy throughout the course of the piece .
Jordan

o

Jordan's piece is extremely athletic, fast paced, and requires a great deal of
energy. Additionally there is a lot of technique involved: jumping, floor work,
turning, etc. My most difficult challenge in this piece is maintaining stamina so
that I can complete the piece to my greatest technical abilities without short
changing any of the movement due to exhaustion.

•

Strengths and Challenges as a performer that I bring to the work as we begin:

Laura

o

The largest challenge I face as a performer in Laura's piece is the vulnerability of
the solo. I am stripped down to just my bra and underwear in front of a room
filled with people that I don't know. I need to find confidence within myself so
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11
that I am able to dance to my greatest capability without feeling insecure about
being basically naked on stage .
Jordan

o Portraying the "ethereal moon girl" is my greatest challenge in this piece. I am
not used to dancing in such a soft, angelic manner, so I really need to embrace this
character and portray that through my performance quality .
•

What do I want to learn?
o I want to learn about how different choreographers conduct their rehearsal process
as well as how I can make the best use of rehearsal time when I am not
necessarily working directly with the choreographer. How can I best preserve my
body? I also want to learn about how journaling the rehearsal process can help me
to gain introspective knowledge about myself, understand what I need to improve
on, set goals, and ultimately grow as both a dancer and a person .

•

What are my goals?
o I am really aiming to challenge myself performance wise. I think that
performance is something that I have always struggled with. I have never had an
issue putting movement into my body; it comes fairly naturally. I have, however,
struggled to completely embody the character I am portraying. I want to
overcome this mental block and fully let go .

•

What are my fears?
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o

My fears revolve around not being good enough. Because I am such a type-A
personality, it is easy to judge myself and get into my head. I fear that my
performance won't meet the choreographer's expectations and that I won't be
able to deliver what it is they are looking for. I never want to disappoint anyone,
especially myself .
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Weekly Journals: Jordan Marinov
Questions to Consider:
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What did I discover?

o

What did I learn?

o

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?

o

Where did I come "alive?"

o

What questions do I have?

o

When will I ask those questions?

o

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I
receive?

Iii

Iii
Iii

o

o

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?

o

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?

o

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?

o

What other reflections do I have?

o

(If you are in more than one dance and are comparing your experiences) How are
my experiences different? What am I learning about myself as a dancer as I
experience these different artists and their works.)

9/3/14

What did I discover?
To be completely honest, I was not very happy when I got in to this piece. Of course, I should be
grateful for every opportunity that comes my way, but I didn't particularly like Jordan's
combination during the audition and I felt that the casting was extremely random and weird.
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What did I learn?
There is definitely a different dynamic as a result of having older students in the piece as well as
freshman. A few of the freshman were asking very elementary questions that Jordan had already
answered-which suggested they weren't paying attention. This annoyed me. In general, I was
very confused about this piece and uncertain about how a semester's worth of rehearsals with
this group and with Jordan would go .

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was kind of just frustrated the entire rehearsal. My frustration subsided as we began to dance,
however, I just was not excited about the piece. I got a really weird vibe from Jordan at the onset
of rehearsal.

Where did I come "alive?"
I think I started to come alive more and more as the rehearsal went on. Once I started moving,
my frustration slowly went away. Jordan showed more of herself and the type of person she is as
the rehearsal went on. My attitude slowly improved as the rehearsal progressed .

What questions do I have?
Where is this piece going? Are all the cast members ready to approach this piece in a mature,
focused manner? Will this piece be "good"?

When will I ask those questions?
These are questions that will be answered as the piece unfolds.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I
Receive?
Jordan has directed me to "move slower."

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
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I agree with this comment. I feel that I tend to get stuck in one dynamic of movement. It's either
super slow, or super quick. When I am confident and comfortable, my movement is very slow
and indulgent. However, when I am uncomfortable, I move very quickly and avoid eye contact.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
Letting go of any judgments of myself.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
I am struggling to feel comfortable with the people in the group. The general dynamic is just off.
There is no one in the piece that I feel particularly close with and it seems like everyone is sort of
feeling the exact same way. It does not feel like a community of support and love, but rather, a
group of random people who were thrown in a piece together. I feel as though this will change
as time goes on .

What other reflections do I have?
I need to have a positive attitude. When I first arrived at rehearsal, I was not happy to be there. I
slowly grew more and more open to Jordan and to the rehearsal process. This just shows me the
power of being positive and not judging. I think that ifl am open throughout this process and
willing to try new things, the experience will be positive. Also, not feeling comfortable with the

~
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cast is an opportunity for me to reach out and make new connections. I tend to be very shy and
stepping outside my comfort zone is difficult for me. I think that if I practice this in a social
setting, it will translate into my dancing as well. I am ready to approach rehearsal more
positively next week .

9/10/14
What did I discover?
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The very first rehearsal with Jordan, I was a bit put off put by her approach. I don't know what it
was, but the way that she said "GET UP GET UP, LETS GO," was just very abrupt and cold for
our very first rehearsal. Now that I have had a second rehearsal with Jordan, I have a better
understanding of who she is. She is very passionate and I think I misinterpreted that passion and
urgency as being rude; she is a very sweet, awesome individual.

What did I learn?
I learned to keep an open mindset and not to judge a book by its cover.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
At times, I get a bit frustrated when I feel like I don't have time to take a breath and take in all
the different things coming at me in rehearsal. Jordan is very energetic and high-strung and sort
of "go, go, go." Although I appreciate her energy, it was at times overwhelming.

Where did I come "alive?"
Jordan gives very positive, encouraging feedback. It feels good when she gives me positive
reinforcement, and motivates me to push harder and harder.

What questions do I have?
What is the theme or story behind this piece?

When will I ask those questions?

If Jordan doesn't expand upon the theme, I will ask her to clarify in a few rehearsals.
What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
I haven't received too many personal corrections yet. But Jordan constantly stresses that we
should push every movement to our greatest extreme. Never ask if it's on releve, because it
always is!

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
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I completely agree. It is awesome to push myself to places that I don't think I'm capable. When

id

I make a new discovery or do something I didn't know I was capable of, I feel untouchable .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I am working on not sitting in to my hyper extended knees

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?

u@

--

I am not really focused on performance right now. I am more so focused on getting the
choreography down and catching a feel for Jordan's style. Once I have,this, I feel like I will
better be able to perform the piece.

What other reflections do I have?
Jordan asked us to write about a memory of loss at the beginning of rehearsal. Immediately I
chose to write about my grandfather's death. My grandfather is always in my heart
subconsciously, but I hadn't thought about his death in a while. This exercise was very
nostalgic. I didn't necessarily feel sad, but I felt very reflective and happy for the wonderful
memories I have had with him. This was a really great way to begin rehearsal. It gave me an
emotional experience to draw from. I was inspired by this exercise and it motivated me
throughout rehearsal. Jordan had us put all of our papers in a pile (without our names on them),
and then we read other people's stories out loud. It was inspiring to hear other people's
conceptions of "loss". This exercise helped me feel connected to the group. It's crazy how
starting off rehearsal with an exercise like this can really inspire you to approach the rehearsal
with a different mindset.
9/17/14

What did I discover?
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Jordan is awesome. I now have a really deep understanding of who Jordan is as a person and
choreographer. She cares about our well being as people and as dancers, and it is really
refreshing. I am feeling very connected to the cast as well.

What did I learn?
I need to trust my instincts and let go of my inhibitions. I have always been hard on myself, and
sometimes it gets to the point where I cannot enjoy the rehearsal process because I am so critical
of my self in every sense.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I generally feel happy during rehearsals. Jordan, and her assistant Anthea have this really great
positive energy. It is really awesome to be surrounded by such happy people. It definitely
causes me to remain motivated and happy during rehearsals. However, one thing that is a bit
frustrating is that Jordan throws choreography at us a bit spastically and then can't remember
what she did. She does it so fast and crazily, that it is hard to pick up .

Where did I come "alive?"
Anthea worked with me on my solo and gave me some very helpful tips. I felt alive when
applying the very constructive cues she had given me .

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
I need to work on finding dynamic in my movement and finding that separation between the
smooth and more hard-hitting parts of the piece.

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I feel a strong pull to fix this aspect of my movement. I completely connect with the correction
and am constantly working to make this improvement in my movement.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
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In terms of technique, I am working on finding the connections between all of my movement. I
feel like I have a very good, exciting moment and then I lose it.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
EXPRESSION. I get so focused on the movement that I almost just set the performance aside. I
have always struggle with this. I think it has a great deal to do with my personality as well. I am
comfortable with myself in general, but there are certain situations in which I feel INCREDIBLY
uncomfortable. Having to step outside myself and put on this different persona is very hard for
me. In this piece in particular, however, it isn't too far fetched from my own personality .
Because of this, it isn't as much of a struggle as it is in Laura's piece .

What other reflections do I have?
In the moon dance, I need to portray a strong, confident, beautiful woman. I feel fully capable
and confident in my ability to do this. It isn't a matter of feeling uncomfortable; I think its more
a matter of tapping into that emotion and expressing it externally. In Laura's piece on the other
hand, I feel very uncomfortable with the facial expressions and emotion being asked of me. It is
very foreign and outside my comfort zone .

9/24/14

What did I discover?
I am at a point in the semester where I am very tired. I am having trouble finding motivation
today .. .it's just one of those days .

What did I learn?

20
Sometimes you have to do things you don't want to do. It's really difficult to have to physically
push your body when I) your mindset is in the wrong place and 2) your body is exhausted.
However, this is something as dancers, we will constantly be faced with.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was pretty much frustrated by everything today. I was having a difficult time getting out of my
funk. It wasn't an outward negativity, but just sort of a lack of motivation and extreme
exhaustion.

Where did I come "alive?"
I was not very lively at today's rehearsal

What questions do I have?
How can I better take care of my body so that I don't reach this point of extreme exhaustion as
often as I do? Do I need to drink more water? Get more sleep? Take more time out of the day
for myself?

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
Jordan gave more general corrections today. She is throwing out a lot of choreography, so we
were just focused on sort of getting the steps down today.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I am feeling physically and mentally exhausted, which is being reflected in my dancing. I am
not as on my center as I normally am and the movement just doesn't feel good in my body.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
Everything ➔ I can't get out of my head. I am trying to channel this emotion into motivation.

What other reflections do I have?
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Having a bad day is OKAY. I tend to get down on myself when I have a bad rehearsal or feel
that I wasn't giving it my all. However, I'm learning to accept the fact that I am human. While I
am not saying that it is ever okay not to give something your best effort, I am just acknowledging
that having an off day is natural. I think that I can learn a lot from my mistakes and from my
shortcomings. I am starting to look at why I am feeling so horrible today. My emotions usually
come down to hours of sleep and stress regarding schoolwork. I am such a perfectionist that I
truly never give myself a break. I think this is starting to take its toll on

me ➔

I'm going to bed

early tonight

10/1/14
What did I discover?
I discovered how helpful I find it to have a little "pow-wow" with the cast before rehearsal
begins. It's nice to sort of check in with the dancers and get a general feel for everyone's mood .
Jordan often has us go around and say a word describing what we are going to bring to the table
at rehearsal. I enjoy doing this because it helps me set an intention for the rehearsal, however, I
do notice that sometimes I feel as though I am throwing a random word out there just to answer
what is being asked of me. Sometime I truly don't know what I am going to bring to rehearsal.
It's not that I am not fully present at rehearsal 100% of the time, but it is just difficult to pin point
one specific intention I am going to contribute to rehearsal.
What did I learn?
I learned that although I found it difficult to pinpoint an intention to bring to rehearsal, it really
does help get me in the correct mindset for rehearsal. Furthermore, hearing what my peers are
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working on personally and then taking that knowledge and motivation and applying it to myself
is very helpful.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
Once it hit the midway mark of rehearsal, I began to get overwhelmed with how tired I was .
Simultaneously, I was frustrated at the fact that I constantly have so much schoolwork and
responsibility on my plate. At times I feel as though I cannot fully commit to every single thing
in my life, because there is just too much going on .

Where did I come "alive?"
I come alive when Jordan gets really excited or enthusiastic about a particular part in the piece .

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
Jordan has been ON my back about my posture. I have such a bad habit of slouching down and
not standing up straight. This has been my natural resting stance for the entirety of my life .
Because of my extremely flexible back, this sort of concave, contracted position is very
comfortable for me. She has been constantly reminding me to stand up straight.

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
These constant reminders are very helpful. However, this correction can be frustrating at times .
Standing with my back straight and neck straight are very difficult and uncomfortable for me .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
My feet have been bothering me lately. I have deep planters warts on the outside of my right and
left foot and when I have been standing on them for a while, I start to experience a lot of pain .

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
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Giving the level of energy that Jordan is looking for. She expects a lot of us and she is VERY
energetic, which can be overwhelming at times. I am pushing myself to reach her level of
expectation .
10/8/14

What did I discover?
Today I discovered that I need to look at my deepest self and most inner emotions more
seriously. I am generally a very happy, calm and reserved person. I don't have a big, dark
history of bad things that have happened to me, and at times when I am asked to "dig deep" I feel
uncomfortable that I don't feel as though I have an experience to draw from. However, I am
looking at this prompt in the completely wrong way. Jordan isn't asking us to necessarily pull
inspiration from a dark place, but rather, pull inspiration from something that has been impactful
to us in our own personal Ii ves. I think I become very judgmental of myself and say things in my
head like, "that isn't significant," or "that's a stupid memory, let go of it." I really need to be
more open and less judgmental of myself .

What did I learn?
I need to stop being so judgmental towards myself and except who I am and the path that has led
me to where I am today .

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
The piece is very athletic and challenging in terms of stamina. We have been running the piece
more full out and more frequently lately and it is very difficult. I am trying to find the dynamic
in my movement and control my energy so I am not so all over the place .

Where did I come "alive?"

24
I found the strong operatic music very inspiring today. When it came on, it really drove my
movement.

What questions do I have?
What exactly is this piece about? Jordan hasn't given us a succinct response. I think she sort of
wants us to form our own personal meaning, but I'm not sure yet.

When will I ask those questions?
I'm sure Jordan will expand upon what she expects from us in terms of the performance. But,
for now, I am going to try to find that intention on my own through discovery and exploration.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
POSTURE!

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I am still struggling with this correction. It is such a bad habit and it is something that I truly
want to fix. It's hard to change a pattern of behavior that I have been practicing my entire life.
The funny thing is, I only have bad posture when I am standing naturally or sitting. It has
nothing to do with my dancing. It's very odd.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I think my mental strength was powerful today. I overcame my extreme exhaustion, maintained
a strong attitude, and really pushed through.

What other reflections do I have?
The piece is really starting to come together. I think the complete outcome will be very good.
Also, I am really enjoying the input of Anthea, Jordan's assistant. She is a working professional
currently, and she is such a SMART dancer. Her feedback is right on point and I completely
agree with everything she says. Watching her approach to movement and how she problem

25
solves is really inspiring. The way she approaches every single movement is so intentional and
beautiful. She definitely has been an inspiration to me throughout this process.
10/15/14

What did I discover?
My stamina is improving greatly. This dance is very physically demanding, however, it is
becoming increasingly easier.

What did I learn?
It is very difficult to juggle learning the moon girl choreography and learning the other
choreography simultaneously. Jordan often forgets that we have to learn both parts, so it is
difficult to manage learning two parts at the same time.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
Ashley and I were both frustrated at the fact that we are continuously given little direction as to
what we are supposed to be doing when we are not doing the moon girl role (we are double
casted).

What questions do I have?
When will be given a more clear instruction on what to do when we are not featured as the moon
girl?

When will I ask those questions?
Ashley and I discussed talking to Jordan at the next rehearsal about these issues we are
experiencing.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
I need to work on my emotional connection/performance.

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
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I completely agree that I need to work on this. I often have trouble connecting my movement to
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my emotions.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
Expressing my emotion

What other reflections do I have?
I need to video the other choreography (not moon girl) so I can go over it and feel more
confident in BOTH roles .

10/22/14

What did I discover?
The show is coming SO SOON .

What did I learn?
At times I get super frustrated when dancers do not make "smart" decisions. I have always been
a very self-sufficient problem-solver. It's difficult when dancers in the piece don't think through
their questions or simply do not pay attention to corrections .

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I get frustrated when people don't listen to corrections or take directions. As a cast member, you
have to be willing to not only take direction from the choreographer, but your peers as well.
Some people in the cast were being very difficult tonight.

Where did I come "alive?"
I honestly didn't come alive much during this rehearsal due to frustration .

What questions do I have?
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How can I better approach "corrections" or "suggestions" to cast members in a way that
communicates what needs to be done? When Jordan gives us notes and there are people
continuously not paying attention or trying to make the changes, it gets super frustrating .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
My legs are very sore, so I was struggling to feel comfortable in the movement today. I am
pushing through though .

What other reflections do I have?
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Whenever you are working with people in a group, there are bound to be frustrations and several
different personalities melding together. It is a great learning experience to understand how to
handle myself in this type of situation. I am learning to channel my frustration and annoyances
and trying to better communicate the points I am trying to get across. Basically, working in a
large group of dancers, who generally have a loud and distinct "voice," can be difficult.
10/29/14

What did I discover?
Today I discovered how TRULY lucky I am. We sat in a circle at the beginning of rehearsal (as
we always do,) and we discussed what would be our inspiration for the piece. The piece is about
honoring the dead, so as you can imagine, this conversation could have gone dark pretty quickly.
A few people were extremely brave and shared some hard stories about losing loved ones.

What did I learn?
I learned how grateful I am for the life that I have been blessed with. I also learned how trivial
my complaints are in comparison to some ofmy peers. It's crazy how I go to rehearsal every
week with these students, and I never even knew how deeply some of my cast members are
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suffering. It made me develop an even deeper respect for them as people and as dancers. I feel
so close to the cast members in this piece at this point.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
At the beginning of rehearsal I was feeling EXTREMELY down. I had had a horrible day. I
was dealing with some personal issues and was feeling super unsupported by my friends. In fact,
I wasn't getting a long with my friends at all. When I am not getting a long with someone in my
life, I feel very lost and sad. I was sad because I had no idea where to go from the point I was at
and I was just so distraught about it. My day had been filled with lots of tears, heartache and a
long phone conversation with my awesome mother. I was not feeling like being at rehearsal at
all. After hearing other peoples' stories, I was so inspired. I felt ready to work and to leave my
baggage at the door.

Where did I come "alive?"
I think I came alive after hearing my cast members' stories. I felt so inspired and proud of them
for their strength. It was exactly the energy I needed to push through my difficult day .

What questions do I have?
How can I be a support system for my fellow dancers and provide that love that they may be
needing but afraid to ask for?

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
Truly embracing the sensuality and beauty of the moon girl.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
""" Same as above

What other reflections do I have?
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I just am sitting here thinking about how grateful I am. My social life is a bit messy right now
with my friends, but I know that it will pass. In fact, it is already starting to turn the corner.
Today's rehearsal inspired me and reminded me how unimportant these tiny "tiffs" are that I am
experiencing with my friends. There are bigger problems in the world. I think that I need to be a
better communicator. Instead of bottling up my feelings, I need to express them and talk things
out. I always feel better once I do that. Today's rehearsal was emotional and eye opening.
Tonight I am feeling grateful and ready to make amends with the people in my life and settle the
things in my life making me unhappy. I don't care how cliche this sounds, but life is too damn
short!

11/5/14
What did I discover?
Transitioning between the two roles of "moon girl" and then being a part of the ensemble is
extremely difficult and frustrating. When I am being the "moon girl," I have to take in the notes,
changes and corrections for that choreography while simultaneously trying to hear the
corrections for the other part that I am in when I am not the moon girl.

What did I learn?
Multi-tasking and learning/perfecting two different roles within a piece can be very frustrating
and difficult. Ashley and I really work together and help each other so that we don't miss any of
the corrections.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I became frustrated when I was trying to remember the corrections for both parts. I would run
the piece once as the moon girl and then immediately after the first run, we would do a second
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run in which I was playing another role in the piece. I felt as though I didn't even have a
moment for my brain to transition mindsets. This was a bit overwhelming

Where did I come "alive?"
I felt like I came alive during the moon girl dance. It is sort of my moment to shine and I feel
very beautiful and ethereal. Also, the moon girl role is very athletic and physically demanding
which I enjoy .
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What questions do I have?
How can I better channel my energy throughout the piece so that I am not so winded by the end?
How can I more efficiently work through the piece, while still exerting an appropriate amount of
effort and energy?

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
Jordan has been on me about my posture. She also said she wanted to see more of who I am as a
person when I am dancing .

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I completely understood what Jordan meant when she said this. She also said that I am able to
hide my emotions behind my technique, which is completely true. Because I have a strong
foundation and training and am largely focused on that, at times, I overlook the emotional aspect.
I am very well aware that the emotional aspect is just as important.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I was struggling a bit with stamina today. This piece is extremely physically demanding and
athletic. I am still working on channeling my energy and finding that equilibrium between
control and exertion.
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What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
I am very connected to the strength and power behind the first piece of music, and I feel very
sensual and beautiful in the second piece of music. I am feeling more and more comfortable
expressing this through my performance. I am continuing to work on it however.

What other reflections do I have?
Every rehearsal Jordan checks in with us and sees where we are at and how we are going to
approach the rehearsal. A few cast members shared some VERY personal stories that got me
very emotional. It made me very thankful for the life that I have and the love and support I have
continuously endured. The thought that I may, even for a second, take for granted all that I am
blessed with made me feel very guilty and sad .
11/12/14

What did I discover?
This was the first time that we rehearsed with the chairs that we would be performing with .
They are MUCH less sturdy than the chairs we have been rehearsing with all semester. It was
very difficult to give 100% on the movement involving the chairs because it felt very unsafe .
Also, today was the first time we rehearsed with these very long skirts. It is challenging to
maneuver the skirts and avoid stepping on them/slipping. I wish we had rehearsed with these
skirts sooner.

What did I learn?
I learned that there are ways to gracefully move the skirt around when dancing that aren't
distracting to the audience. It's all about being a smart dancer and figuring it out.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
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I am absolutely so blessed to have a featured roll in this piece, however, it is really frustrating
when I am not doing the "moon girl," NOT because I am upset that I am not featured, but
because Jordan really never comprehended the fact that when Ashley or I were not doing the
moon girl, we were in the actual ensemble. Because of this, she never really factored us into any
formations; we just sort of inserted ourselves in the back of every formation. So, it sort of feels
like I don't belong in the piece when I am not doing the moon girl. This feeling is
understandable considering the fact that I really wasn't given a place in any of the group
formations. Also, on all of the lifts, I feel on the outs and that my strength isn't really needed
since the group has figured out how to do the lifts without Ashley's assistance or mine .

Where did I come "alive?"
I come alive when I am doing the moon girl, and when the music picks up .

What questions do I have?
How can I best assist the group when I am not doing the moon girl?

When will I ask those questions?
After the dress rehearsal, I asked the group questions regarding lifts and my positioning/where
extra help is needed.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
When doing the moon girl, I received the note to truly embrace the roll and to stand strong and
feel beautiful. It's all about embodying the character of this ethereal, powerful, confident
woman.

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I completely agree that I can do a better job at embodying the roll performance wise. I feel
strong technically; it's just about coming alive on stage.
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What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
Maneuvering with the skirt
What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
Truly embodying and delivering performance while also being safe on the chairs, hitting my cues
for the lifts, and attempting to not trip over my skirt
What other reflections do I have?
I am a bit more nervous about this piece than I was originally. There are a lot of factors, such as
the chairs and the skirts that I feel are holding me back from doing my absolute best. It's
frustrating when you know that you can physically give more, but are scared because you don't
feel safe about the sturdiness of the chairs, or the length of the skirts. I just wish we had more
time to practice with these new elements .

11/19/14 - 11/22/14 (show week)
What did I discover?
Show week was amazing. I really felt powerful and strong during all my performances. Not
only did I feel confident on the nights when I was doing the moon girl, but I also felt confident
when I was in the ensemble. Something that helped me feel of value to the piece when not doing
the moon girl was to think about the fact that "regardless of where you are on stage, you are
seen."

What did I learn?
This piece is really exhilarating to perform on stage. The music is really strong and kind of
pushes you to let go of your inhibitions and just go for it.
Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
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I didn't feel any frustration during the performances

Where did I come "alive?"
I felt like I came alive through every moment of the piece. When I am on stage, I go to another
place

What questions do I have?
What can I improve upon to make my second performance better than the first? How can I
challenge myself to be better? What were areas that didn't go as smoothly as I hoped?

When will I ask those questions?
After reflecting on the piece, I wrote down specific moments that I felt dido 't go exactly as
planned and then we worked on them for the next night.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
I was given a few notes about my spacing on the stage and then my timing on one part of the
piece .

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I will apply these corrections and make these changes for the next performance .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I think my technical challenges involve maintaining enough stamina to give every part of the
dance 100% of my energy. The dance is very physical, so I need to be better about spreading out
my energy and not throwing it all away in the beginning half of the piece .

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
When I am on stage, I don't really think about the performance aspect, it just sort of comes .
When I am on stage, I transform into a completely different person than I am in the "real world."
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Weekly Journals: Laura Karlin

Questions to Consider:
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What did I discover?

o

What did !learn?

o

Where was !frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?

o

Where did I come "alive?"

o

What questions do I have?

o

When will I ask those questions?

o

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I
receive?

o

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?

o

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?

o

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?

o

What other reflections do I have?

o

(If you are in more than one dance and are comparing your experiences) How are
my experiences different? What am I learning about myself as a dancer as I
experience these different artists and their works.)

9/18/14
What did I discover?

I discovered that I really enjoy Laura's approach and energy to the choreographic process .
Immediately upon entering rehearsal, she was pleasant and enjoyable to be around. I truly
believe that a choreographer's approach and attitude towards the cast plays a significant role in
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how smoothly the rehearsal will go. I didn't experience this immediate warmness with other
choreographers I am currently working with.
What did I learn?

I learned that I feel more comfortable when I am dancing with people that I feel close to. In
Jordan's piece, there is a seemingly random cast of different ages, levels, etc., none of whom I
am particularly close with. I felt a lack of warmth in the room during rehearsal and felt sort of
uncomfortable. However, in Laura's piece, there are a lot of dancers I am friends with, so I feel
more comfortable to explore different movement, be myself, and truly "go for it." Obviously
when I get into the "real world," initially, I am most likely not going to know any of the people I
am working with, so I must work to overcome this issue .
Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?

Laura asked us to make up our own short phrases. I felt frustrated at the overwhelming amount
of time she gave us to work on them. Because our phrases were only supposed to be a few eight
counts, it didn't take very long to come up with them. I sort of felt as though she was wasting
time and stalling by giving us an inordinate amount of time to create our phrases.
Where did I come "alive?"

I think I came alive during the phrase that I made up. I am super comfortable doing my own
individual movement, so it just felt really good in my body.
What questions do I have?

Where will this piece lead? Will the cast members continue to have such a large voice in the
choreographic process the piece goes on?
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When will I I ask those questions?
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I think these questions will be answered naturally throughout the course of rehearsals.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
Laura is still getting to know us as dancers, so she wasn't giving very many recommendations or
personal corrections .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I am super tired from the week, so I am just trying to push through and remain positive.

What other reflections do I have?
I am excited to see where this piece will go. It is very different from Jordan's piece and I am
interested to see how my experience in both pieces compares .
(If you are in more than one dance and are comparing your experiences) How are my

experiences different? What am I learning about myself as a dancer as I experience these
different artists and their works.)
Jordan's energy was a bit weird when in rehearsal last week. She was super high-energy and a
lot to handle in my opinion. She was very in your face, but not in an inspiring way. I think she
went a little too far for our very first rehearsal. It sort of made me feel uncomfortable. I am
learning that regardless of external circumstances, I need to adjust my mindset to whatever the
situation may be, and just concentrate on myself. Jordan's piece is very athletic and active,
while Laura's choreographic process started a bit calmer.

9/15/14

What did I discover?
There are a wide range of personalities and styles within the piece. It's an interesting dynamic .
Everyone seems eager to be involved in the piece. However, I do feel as though the casting is a
bit random.
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What did I learn?
I probably should have filmed rehearsal last week so that I could remember more of the specific
details of the choreography.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I appreciate being given time to go over things, however, I felt like Laura didn't have a specific
plau for rehearsal so she was sort of using the time to figure out her agenda for the rehearsal,
which was a bit frustrating.

What questions do I have?
How will this theme of "catcalling play out?" Will it be literal or more metaphorical?

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
Again, Laura has yet to give very specific corrections or suggestions. In general, we are just
getting to know the movement and make personal discoveries. We haven't set any of the
choreography yet. I assume once we transition out of the "play" period, she will give more
specific instructions and direction.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I have a lot on my plate academically right now. Sometimes the stress of all that I have to do
clouds my focus during rehearsal. I need to work on taking things one step at a time.

What other reflections do I have?
Today was learned the phrases that we had made up last week from one another. It was very
interesting for me to see every single individual's movement was so vastly different. It was also
interesting to see how other people's movement felt in my body. I found that I was better able to
embody the choreography of other dancers in the piece with similar body types and dance
aesthetics as me.
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9/22/14

What did I discover?
Today we worked on the "catcalling section" of the piece. I discovered the power of words and
how different catcalls can inform certain gestures.

What did I learn?
The catcalling section took a while to stage and develop. I think through this, I learned how truly
involved the choreographic process is and the degree of intellect thought and time that is put into
each and every section. Although at times it felt tedious, I know that it will be very cool in the
end.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I slept very weirdly on my arm last night and when I woke up this morning I had a lot of pain
and could barely move my arm. I was doing most of the choreography with no arms and just
using my legs. This was both extremely difficult and extremely frustrating. I couldn't do the
movement to the best of my capabilities AND I was in a ton of pain. I was also a bit nervous
because this pain had come out of nowhere and I am hoping that it will be gone tomorrow.

Where did I come "alive?"
I didn't really come alive at rehearsal today at all. I was very down and ended up sitting out
because Laura could see how much pain I was in.

What questions do I have?
How can I be useful in rehearsal while sitting out? Take notes? Give suggestions? Pay attention
to details? Film and send out to the dancers for reference?

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
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The pain in my shoulder is a big technical challenge for me today. I can't perform the movement
correctly and it's severely frustrating. I need to find the balance between pushing myself and
knowing when "enough is enough," and letting my body rest.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
I wasn't able to get into the piece at all because I was in so much pain. I felt super disconnected
and frustrated. I was getting in to my head and thinking of the worst scenarios about my
shoulder.

What other reflections do I have?
I think I need to be nicer to my body. In being a perfectionist, I always feel as though I can
never sit out or give myself a break. However, in the end, that may be doing more damage than
actually benefiting me.
(If you are in more than one dance and are comparing your experiences) How are my

experiences different? What am I learning about myself as a dancer as I experience these
different artists aud their works.)
Laura's process is a lot slower than Jordan's. Jordan kind of throws a lot of choreography out at
one time, expects the dancers to remember it all and then moves on to the next thing. Laura is
much more calm and slow in her choreographic process. There are positives and negatives to
both Laura and Jordan's approaches. I love to work hard and feel that fast paced energy in
Jordan's rehearsal, but sometimes I feel as though she doesn't read the dancers well and pushes
us to an unnecessary point when we are clearly all dealing with injuries and such. However, I
appreciate her enthusiasm. Laura's calmer demeanor aligns more with my personality, so I think
I connect a bit more with her. However, I do feel as though the process is dragging on a bit at
this point. I want to get more to the meat of the piece.
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9/29/14

What did I discover?
Laura has told me that I am going to have a solo section later on in the piece. Because of this, I
have not been put in the major group section. I'm struggling a bit because I don't have much
material to rehearse on the side, while waiting for her to finish working with the big group
section. I want to be an active cast member, but I can only go over my improvisation so many
times.

What did I learn?
I learned that it's okay not to be constantly moving on the sides. It is okay to take time to stretch
and take care of my body when I am not dancing. I have always had this weird perception that
stretching on the sides comes off as "lazy," and looks like I just want to take a break. However,
Laura was very supportive of me taking care of my body, which was reassuring.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was frustrated and concerned that I looked like I wasn't working hard to the other dancers or to
Laura. Because I hadn't been given a role in the piece yet, I didn't have any material to go over.
Laura was taking my improvisation and turning it into my solo later on in the piece. Because it
is my improvisation, I feel super comfortable with the movement. I felt as though there were
only so many times I could go over it before it lost its authenticity.

Where did I come "alive?"
I came.alive when I was asked to show my improvisation to the group. It was very well received
and I felt a lot of support from my fellow cast members.

What questions do I have?
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How will Laura tum my improvisation into a solo? Will she manipulate my movement? Will
she give me free reigns to do what I please with the movement?

When will I ask those questions?
These questions will definitely be answered when my solo is placed into the work .

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
During my improvisation, Laura told me to get out of the mirror. This is a correction that I have
heard many times throughout my dance career. My tendency to look in the mirror definitely
comes from my perfectionist mentality.

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I am always concerned with making everything look great and doing movement to the best of my
ability. However, I have learned that at times, my focus looks unnatural when I am staring at
myself in the mirror. After taking in Laura's correction, the movement felt much more free and
fluid. I felt completely uninhibited and it felt really good. This is something I need to continue
to work on .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
Stamina ➔

My solo is very vigorous and technical. It puts a lot of strain on my body. I am

naturally extremely flexible and hyper-mobile. Because of this, when I am improving, my body
tends to move in some crazy and unexpected ways. I sort of "black out" during my improv and
really just go for it. Because of this, when I finish improving, sometimes I'll realize that I have
pulled a muscle or strained something in my body. I need to find a balance between going to the
extreme, and controlling my movement/taking care of my body.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
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In general, I have a hard time with performance. I am a very internal and shy person, so
expressing emotion has always been difficult for me. However, once I actually get on the stage,
I am a completely different person. I need to work on translating my on stage performance to the
rehearsal space .

What other reflections do I have?
(If you are in more than one dance and are comparing your experiences) How are my

experiences different? What am I learning about myself as a dancer as I experience these
different artists and their works.)
I'm starting to understand Jordan as a person and choreographer a great deal more. She TRULY
cares about us as dancers and as individuals. She always checks in with us and asks how we are
doing at the beginning of rehearsal. We also discuss personal things/emotions/feelings, which
has helped me feel more connected to the piece and the people involved. Laura is extremely
sweet and pleasant to be around, but I don't feel like I have grown to know her as much as a
person as I have Jordan .

10/6/14

What did I discover?
A lot of today's rehearsal didn't really involve me. They were working on the partnering
sections that I am not a part of. This gave me time to work on personal corrections and focus on
myself.

What did I learn?
I learned that I am naturally a pretty quiet, reserved person in the dance room. Outside is a
different story (depending upon who I am with). However, I am very serious and focused when
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in class or rehearsal. I kind of get lost in my own world, especially when I have a lot of time to
just focus on myself.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I wasn't frustrated at all during rehearsal. I was both observing others and analyzing my own
movement. I felt zero pressure and was just enjoying the time to soak in different aspects of the
rehearsal.

Where did I come "alive?"
I think I came alive within my own discoveries. When reviewing my improvisation, I discovered
places in which I could smooth out transitions and move more seamlessly from movement to
movement. I also found different dynamics in my movement. These discoveries were exciting.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
I need to learn how to control my flexibility and control my movement better. I also need to
work on finding the "6 inches." My movement involves a lot of transitioning between standing
and floor work and I think that I can improve upon my entrance and exits to the ground.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
The theme is easy to understand and it is very black and white, however, the exact emotion that
we are supposed to be expressing a bit more difficult. The emotional response to a catcalling
situation isn't black or white. It involves a mix of emotions and responses. Because of this, I am
finding it difficult to lock in completely with the performance.

10/13/14

What did I discover?
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The piece is really starting come together. Any of my concerns about whether or not it was all
going to make sense have subsided. Now I am truly starting to get excited for the final product.

What did I learn?
Because of where I live and because of my daily patterns of travel, I don't personally ever really
encounter catcalling. I have experienced it in New York a bit, but I was with my family when
walking the streets, which I'm sure affected how vocal men were towards me. However, it is a
topic that has been more and more present in the media and I am starting to understand why
Laura chose this as a theme for our piece.

JI

Where was I frnstrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
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I didn't feel frustrated at all today during rehearsal. I felt very calm and happy with the overall
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piece and myself in general. Everything is in balance today.

Where did I come "alive?"
I felt like I came alive during my partnering section with Emily. We had really good eye contact
and the movement finally felt natural in my body. We are starting to get very good at partnering
with one another.

What corrections and coaching snggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
Laura was helping Emily and I with our eye contact and connection. She prompted us to have
more of a conversation with one another. This cue was very helpful and I think that we made
successful improvements to our partnering section .

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
This cue was very helpful and I think that we made successful improvements to our partnering
section .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
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There is a section where I have to transition from the floor to standing in a very short amount of
counts. I find this transition difficult and I am still working to make it smoother.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
Laura has been talking a lot about connection today at rehearsal. This note has been very helpful
for us as a collective group. Our performance energy is far more cohesive, and it is starting to
feel like we are a true company

10/20/14

What did I discover?
Today I discovered how quickly the concert is approaching. I am excited, scared, nervous and
sad about this. I am exciting to see all this hard work come to fruition, but I am sad that my
senior year is flying by so quickly.

What did I learn?
I learned that I need to cherish every moment in the studio because once I am out in the real
world, I have no idea where my life will be. I will never again have this "safe haven," to do what
I love surrounded by such great support and love. It's something truly special.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was not frustrated at all, but definitely overwhelmed by the realization that the show is SO
soon. The semester has been so crazy and so busy with all of my commitments that I feel as
though I haven't even had a second to truly reflect and realize how great this process has been.

What questions do I have?
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What am I going to feel on performance night? Will I be emotional or sad in any way? This
rehearsal has been more of an emotional/reflective one for me. I focused more on feeling than I
did technique. Which I believe is a positive thing sometimes .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
My hamstring has been given me some trouble. Roz talked to me in class about cross training
and building strength, so I've been running a bit and lifting lightweights. The combination of all
the dancing and introducing a form of exercise my body isn't used to have caused me to be very
sore .

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
Performing in rehearsal at the same level that I would if I were on stage. I need to think of every
rehearsal as a performance .
11/27/14

What did I discover?
The external environment plays a huge role in the overall attitude and approach to rehearsal.
Today Laura showed up to rehearsal about 20 minutes late (because she got in a minor fender
bender), there were many people sick and missing from rehearsal, and I was feeling super sick,
tired and overwhelmed. The combination of these things resulted in a very lethargic,
unmotivated approach to rehearsal.

What did I learn?
I learned how one person's mood or attitude can completely influence the entire group .
Specifically, the choreographer's, since she is the leader. Understandably so, Laura was a bit
shaken up from her stressful car situation that occurred before rehearsal and she wasn't exactly
"feeling" rehearsal. Her neck hurt, and a lot of cast members were missing. The piece involves
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so much partner work that the piece is highly affected when people are missing. Because of all
these things, the rehearsal wasn't very effective. In fact, Laura decided to end rehearsal early
because she just wasn't feeling up to it.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was overwhelmed on the way to rehearsal. I had been away for the weekend in Vegas and had
just returned from a very long 6 hour car ride nearly an hour before rehearsal was to begin. I was
exhausted, stressed about a huge exam I had been studying for the entire way up and just not
feeling motivated to go to rehearsal. I was stressed in general.

Where did I come "alive?"
I did not come alive at rehearsal today. In fact, I don't think any one did. Everyone in general
was very sick, stressed and exhausted. Cancelling rehearsal was a very productive and
intellectual decision in my opinion.

What other reflections do I have?
It's interesting how reactionary attitude can be. When someone is happy and positive and ready
to go, I immediately feel motivated and happy to be surrounded by positivity. The same is true
for negativity. It's just super interesting to me how influential one person's mood can be on an
entire group of people. I think this is a good lesson in being a leader and turning the negative
mood around, or even enhancing a positive mood. I want to be THE person to create a positive
energy in the room, or pick someone up when they are down. I think I am very good at this on a
personal one-on-one level, but I want to work on it in larger group settings.
ll/3/14

What did I discover?
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I was frustrated for the majority of this rehearsal. My solo involves putting on SEVERAL layers
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of clothing. As I dance, the dancers take them off of me. The clothing is extremely heavy, hot
and hard to move in.
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What did I learn?
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Sometimes as a dancer, you have to do things you don't necessarily feel comfortable with. I
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don't exactly know how I feel about being stripped down to booty shorts and a bra on stage in
front of the entire audience.
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Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I am very thankful to be given this solo part, however, I was just a bit frustrated that Laura didn't
ask me whether or not I felt comfortable being stripped down on stage. I'm comfortable in my
own skin, but during rehearsal I started to feel weird about it. I was just in a very weird mood.

Where did I come "alive?"
I don't feel as though I came alive at rehearsal. Laura's assistant was at rehearsal and she was
acting me to do all these acting techniques and facial expressions, which made me feel
EXTREMELY uncomfortable. I was so outside my element and it was extremely frustrating.
Perhaps if I had a better mindset from the get-go, I would have been more willing to explore this
realm of performance .

What questions do I have?
How can I better translate this frustration into motivation to be better? How can I get myself out
of my own head? This translates into my behavior outside the dance room as well. When
something frustrates me or sets me off, I get very down and it's hard for me to come out of my
mood. I really need to work on this .

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
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I was receiving a lot of coaching regarding my acting and reactions to being "undressed."

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I completely agree with the corrections and recommendations I was given. I need to work on
getting to that place outside myself and really connecting emotionally to the piece.

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
The coordination with the other girls of removing my clothes is a bit tricky. This was my biggest
challenge today.

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
As I stated above, I was really struggling to tap in to my emotions. I was being asked to be super
theatrical and animated, something I really don't feel comfortable with. On top of it, I was very
frustrated that I had to continue to take of and out back off about 20 layers of hot, heavy,
uncomfortable clothes multiple times. I was just not having a good day.

What other reflections do I have?
This rehearsal was my most frustrating rehearsal yet. I think it was a combination of Laura's
urgency towards getting the piece done since we are nearing an end, my tiredness and stress
level, my uncomfortable-ness of having to dance around in hot, heavy layers, get dressed and
undressed multiple times and having to step completely outside my comfort zone. I need to
work on letting my frustration go so that I can have a productive, positive rehearsal.
(If you are in more than one dance and are comparing your experiences) How are my

experiences different? What am I learning about myself as a dancer as I experience these
different artists and their works.)
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At this point, I feel as though Jordan knows her dancers much better on a personal level. If I am
having a down moment or feeling disconnected, she senses it and helps us as a group to reestablish that equilibrium and "check back in." Laura is very task oriented. I think she is a great
person, but she doesn't read the room very well. I understand that I needed to practice with all
the layers of clothing, but there definitely came a point where we had it down pat where she
could have let me just do the dance without the multiple layers. I felt frustrated that she didn't
notice that my face was bright red (a color it rarely turns due to my dark complexion), clearly
very frustrated and struggling to get through the movement with about 25 lbs. of clothes
weighing me down. I respect and appreciate being pushed, but it honestly go to a point where it
was unnecessary.

11/10/14

What did I discover?
Today's rehearsal was very difficult for me. Throughout the entire rehearsal process, I have
known that during my solo I would be stripped down to almost nothing on stage. However,
when Laura was choreographing the solo, she told me several times that I could strip down in to
whatever I was most comfortable with, booty shorts or briefs. I told her that I would like to strip
down to booty shorts, not briefs. Not only am I self conscious about my "derriere," but I wasn't
very keen on the idea of standing in front of hundreds of people on stage, including my boyfriend
and his family, with only a bra and basically underwear on. When I got to dress rehearsal today
and we were trying on our costumes, Laura told me that I would be wearing briefs only. She
could visibly see that I was upset and yet she didn't do anything about it. I felt very blind
sighted and misled by her. I can't think of anything more vulnerable than performing a solo
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where no one else on stage is moving, the spotlight is on me, and I am basically in my bra and
underwear. I was extremely upset that Laura was dishonest the entire time leading up to the
week before the show and then basically forced me to wear something I was very uncomfortable
weanng.

What did I learn?
I learned that the show must go on. Although I am not 100% comfortable dancing on stage in
such little clothing, I need to try to not think about that so it doesn't affect how I dance.

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was frustrated by the way in which Laura as well as Leon handled the costume situation. They
basically told me 2 minutes before we ran the piece that I was wearing briefs, and although I was
on the verge of tears about it, they really did not care at all.

Where did I come "alive?"
I did not come alive today at all. I was really frustrated that this costume situation was hindering
my performance. I tried my best to push through and not let the EXTREME discomfort I was
feeling hinder my performance, but it was really difficult not to let it affect me. At least having
some time to mentally prepare for the fact that I would be on stage in nearly nothing, would have
helped me to focus solely on the performance.

What questions do I have?
Why would Laura mislead me like this? I'm sure it was not intentional, but I believe as a
choreographer, it is very important to make sure your dancers feel comfortable. I felt very
vulnerable in this situation. I am also a very respectful person, so I felt uncomfortable talking to
Laura about the situation. I didn't want to come off as dramatic. This entire situation was just
extremely awkward and not pleasant to say the least.
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When will I ask those questions?
I need to think on this situation a bit. I am considering talking to Laura, but I need to really think
through my emotions before speaking with her. If I do, of course, it will be in a respectful
manner.

What corrections and coaching suggestions and what recommendations did I receive?
I received some notes regarding staging and staying in the spotlight on my solo .

What are my reflections or responses to those corrections and recommendations?
I took these corrections in and fixed them .

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
Delivering the best technical performance while trying to battle upset, angry and negative
thoughts regarding this whole costuming situation .

What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
I am really having trouble performing and embodying this character today. I feel so vulnerable
standing up here on stage with no clothes on. I don't know if I'm more upset that I am onstage
with barely nothing on, or the fact that I was mislead about what I would be wearing and was
given absolutely zero time to process this whole situation .

What other reflections do I have?
I know that at times dancers have to wear costumes they are not comfortable with. However, it
doesn't make it any easier to stand on stage in your bra and underwear at your university. These
students in attendance see me every day walking around campus and there are families coming to
the performance as well. It is really hard to get past this. I know that in the end, it is about the
performance, not what I am wearing. I really need to do some soul searching so that I can focus
on the dance and all the hard work I have put in all semester. I need to find the confidence to
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say, "okay, I look good, I can do this." I am very hard on myself and judgmental of my body
and how I look as well, so in general this is just a very emotional and difficult situation to deal
with .

11/19/14 - 11/22/14 (show week)

What did I discover?
After about a week of dress rehearsals, dancing on stage in essentially my bra and underwear
became progressively easier. By the time show week came around, I wasn't as nervous, or upset
about the situation. I made a conscious decision to focus on doing my best performance and
concentrating on the movement, not my level of discomfort standing on stage, all eyes on me,
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wearing barely anything .

What did I learn?
I learned to roll with the punches. There are going to be several instances in my career where I
am uncomfortable in a certain situation. I need to learn how to deal with it, and get the job done
to the highest standard .

Where was I frustrated, concerned, overwhelmed?
I was nervous and overwhelmed about the performance in general. Not only was I stripped to
barely any clothing, but also the process of stripping down is VERY intense and difficult. The
clothing isn't just taken off; other cast members strategically remove it as I am dancing. It is
something that could very easily have gone wrong and the entire solo wouldn't have had the
same affect.

Where did I come "alive?"
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Once I was on stage and performing, all of the negative thoughts and anxiety left my body. I felt
very in the moment and connected to the piece. The positive feedback I received from my peers
as well as audience members also helped to boost my confidence.

What questions do I have?
Did my anxiety about being naked on stage come through in my performance? Did I embody the
emotion of the piece? Was I able to set aside negative thoughts/inhibitions and accomplish the
piece to the best of my abilities?

What are my technical challenges and strengths today?
Technically, this piece is very difficult. There is a lot of difficult movement, and I really need to
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technique was on point during my performances .
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What are my performance challenges and strengths today?
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be on my leg and use my core to maintain balance. I warmed up really well, so I felt that my

I feel that the anxiety and emotions I felt over the costuming situation actually helped fuel my
performance. The emotions and vulnerability I was experiencing were REAL. This
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vulnerability is what women who are catcalled constantly feel. I was finally able to break
through this performance block because I wasn't acting, this is how I truly felt: vulnerable .
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Analysis of the Dance
Calling at Cats/Whistling to Wolves, choreographed by Laura Karlin, is a piece inspired
by street harassment, something that is a part of many women's daily experiences. Laura wanted
to make a piece that was not necessarily political or "message-based;" she did not want it to tum
into a 'preaching to the choir' type situation. Rather, Laura wanted to communicate the
immediate internal experience of being harassed. Laura did not throw her viewpoint on this
matter into the audiences' face, but instead she chose to present a multi-faceted situation,
allowing the audience to experience it for themselves.
As the piece begins, the stage is dim, except for a single spotlight on dancer Gigi
Axelrode. There is no music playing, however, the stage is filled with the loud ruckus of dancers
catcalling from the stage left and stage right wings. "Hey baby," "Where are you headed," "Hot
Stuff, "Sexy," "Smile," are all phrases that were rapidly fired off from the wings. When I watch
the video from the audience's perspective, however, it is very difficult to make out what is
actually being said. I can imagine that this immediately intrigued, and quite possibly confused,
audience members. But that is exactly what Laura was looking to do. It's important to grasp the
audiences' interest within the very first few seconds of a piece.
As Gigi is being catcalled, her movement perfectly embodies the emotions an individual
might feel in this moment. Her movement is very internal and cautious, as if she is ready to
defend herself at any given moment. As the catcalls slowly die down, the music begins. The
music is intense, which is fitting for the first scene of this piece. As the music continues to play,
Gigi's movement becomes more expansive and she begins to move into her far reach kinesphere.
Not long after Gigi really starts to move, Drew runs at her from stage left and jumps into her
arms like a koala bear. Gigi seamlessly falls to the ground while maintaining the weight of Drew
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in her arms. After Drew backward rolls out of Gigi, they both come to standing and the house
lights come up. Gigi repeats the original solo phrase she did at the very beginning of the piece,
while Drew is doing different movement that is very in synch with the music. Drew slink-ily
moves her torso side to side as the music smoothens out, and then she explosively hits the beats
of the music as she soars into the air in a butterfly jump. Seemingly out of nowhere, Kathleen
approaches Drew from stage left and jumps into her arms. Kathleen's entrance mirrors the way
in which Drew entered. Seconds later, Taylor enters the stage by jumping into Gigi's arms; a
pattern has formed in the way that the dancers are entering the stage. Kathleen does her pass
with Drew and then exits stage right.
After Kathleen leaves, Drew purposefully walks towards center stage where she is
blocked by Olivia who stops her mid-step by wrapping one arm around her waist, and the other
around her neck to drag her off stage right. Meanwhile, Gigi and Taylor have started a duet
upstage. The movement in Gigi and Taylor's duet is very circular; it never really stops. They
ron de jambe en de dans, followed by a head roll moving in the same direction; it all flows
together beautifully. While Olivia is dragging Drew off the stage, Emily is dragged on
downstage right by Sam; this motif of "dragging" is recurring. The idea of dragging one another
resembles how harassers can completely take advantage of women; it also resembles the absolute
vulnerability and lack of control one feels when placed in this frightening situation. After Emily
is released out of Sam's grasp, she effortlessly joins in with the choreography that Gigi and
Taylor are doing upstage; it becomes a trio with Emily at the point. The trio barrel jumps and
then quickly rolls to the ground and stands up. Immediately following, Claire does the same
combination of steps downstage left of the trio and then runs off. Next, Olivia enters from stage
right with the same choreography, barrel jumping onto the stage. Hailey enters from stage left
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and jumps into Olivia's arms, in the exact same way that all the other entrances have occurred .
Meanwhile, Taylor and Gigi continue to dance in unison. Their movement is more technical
than some of the other movement occurring on the stage; they are both very technically sound
dancers, so it is fitting .
Emily breaks away from the trio and sautes towards me as I powerfully walk towards her
onto the stage, entering from stage right. I then jump into her arms and she catches me in a fish
lift, swiftly whirls me around in a circle and then I walk off. Seconds later, I re-enter the stage
and the roles reverse; this time around, however, I catch Emily in a fish lift, take her around in a
circle and release her to the ground. While Emily and I are doing our duet downstage, Olivia and
Haley are doing a duet as well, upstage right; Olivia gracefully falls to the ground on her back
and lifts her legs up while Haley arches over her legs and is suspended in the air. Olivia back
rolls out of the lift and exits stage right. As the two duets are occurring, Gigi exits the stage and
Kathleen and Haley join Taylor. The ensuing movement is very deep and grounded; we were
each asked to create phrases at the beginning of the rehearsal process that Laura would later
incorporate into the piece. Haley created this particular phrase, which is very apparent in the
way in which the movement looks so natural on her body. The trio finishes their movement and
then travels off stage left on the ground by rolling over the top of their foot down to their thigh
and eventually knee .
After Emily is released to the ground, she stands up to Genna who has entered from stage
right. Together Genna and I lift Emily as she seemingly "jumps over a hurdle." We release her
and the three of us begin to dance in unison. Our trio involves a lot of ups and downs to the
ground; one moment we are standing and the next we are dropping all of our weight to the
ground and back up within seconds. As Emily, Genna and my trio continue, other dancers
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slowly trickle onto the stage and add into the choreography. This section requires technique and
control. There are a great number of quick direction changes that necessitate extreme use of the
core
Now that Sam and Olivia have added into the Genna, Emily and Carly trio, there are five
people on the stage. Drew forcefully charges at me from stage right, catches me mid-back bend
and then drags me off stage left. The other four girls remain on stage, dancing in unison; they
rotate their right leg inward in a ron de jambe like movement, press their weight into their left
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arm and bring themselves to standing. Standing still facing the downstage right diagonal, they
wait for the dancers entering from stage left to pick them up. Four girls enter from stage left
(Kathleen, Claire, Drew and Haley) and sweep the four girls waiting on stage off their feet. A
partnering section quickly follows. This section resembles a struggle between the harasser and
the individual being harassed. There is a dichotomy between pulling and pushing that creates
this sense of tension and fear. Four of the dancers jump on their partners' back as they are taken
off the stage. As the four couples are exiting the stage, Gigi drags Taylor on from stage left and
Drew does the same with Mattie. Again, we see this repeated motif of dragging one another on
and off the stage. By making this the central way in which entrances and exits occur, Laura
helps audience members to get a better understanding of the meaning behind this motion. As the
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dance progresses and becomes more intense, it becomes increasingly apparent that this theme of
"dragging" resembles the complete lack of control one feels when placed in a situation of street
harassment.
Drew and Gigi repeat the technical movement phrase that Gigi and Taylor did at the very
beginning of the piece. Meanwhile, Mattie and Taylor are downstage of them doing quick floor
work. Mattie and Taylor's movement settles down as they deliberately and slowly head roll to
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the right in a wide fourth position, which Gigi and Drew add into. The head roll is completed
halfway and ends with the girls' heads near their feet in a wide fourth position. They quickly
pop up, changing the dynamic of the movement, and swiftly saute backwards. The dancers
attitude turn en de dans, ending again, with their head by their feet. They slowly roll up as the
music changes and becomes very eerie. After the roll up, the dancers onstage are in a very deep
fourth plie and are slowly isolating their rib cage in a circle from left to right, which in
juxtaposition to the creepy change in music creates a sense of tension and unknown .
After about ten seconds of body isolations, the music changes to an intense, hard-hitting
beat. I powerfully enter from stage left as Emily ominously follows behind me. She is wearing a
black hooded sweatshirt. Together, we dart through the formation of dancers slowly and
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methodically rolling their bodies. There is an interesting contrast between me frantically trying
to get away from Emily (who symbolizes the harasser) and the group of dancers calmly isolating
their bodies, almost as if they are in a trance of sorts. To me, this trans like state is a
representation of how frequently street harassment occurs and more importantly, how frequently
people turn a blind eye to the fact that it is occurring. As Emily and I exit upstage right, Olivia
and Kathleen simultaneously enter from the stage right wing. Kathleen is wearing a hooded
sweatshirt and Olivia is her victim. Olivia's scenario is identical to mine in that she is
desperately trying to escape from this scary person following closely behind her; the other
dancers remain in their trance. Finally, Haley enters through the sea of entranced dancers from
stage left. Genna breaks out of the group of entranced dancers (she has on a hooded sweatshirt
as well) and begins to hauntingly follow Haley. They move their way through the formation of
dancers and exit stage left. Their exit pulls the dancers out of their trance and into movement.
The back row of dancers break out into unison while the dancers downstage front row break out
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heightens. Suddenly in the midst of all the chaos, the music settles down and the stage is barren,
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into unison as well, however their movement is different from the back row's. After a few
seconds of moving in unison, the group disperses and dancers exit the stage from various
directions.
In this next section, dancers are periodically passing through the space .The idea of this
part of the piece is to act as though you are walking down the street and then suddenly felt scared
by something. Laura wanted this to be completely our own authentic movement; we were given
very little direction for this section. Our instructions were to enter the stage when we felt
compelled, have a moment of extreme fear and vulnerability and then exit. It's interesting to see
how each individual interpreted these instructions differently. Although each dancer's
interpretation and movement quality is different, each dancer effectively demonstrated the
emotion of anxiety and fear in their own individual way. There were moments when only a few
dancers were present on the stage and then there were moments when several dancers were on
the stage; it was different every night. As this section is occurring, the intensity of the music

Emily is standing center stage, lifts her right hand up with her palm facing the audience,
and begins to whistle in the way in which a male might whistle at a woman he finds attractive .
This part of the piece is interactive with the audience. After a few rounds of whistling and
convincing the audience to whistle along with her, via encouraging hand gestures, the audience
eventually catches on. After Emily convinces the audience to whistle along, she gestures her
hands horizontally in a straight line while making a "kissy" sound. Through her animated facial
expressions and body language, she gets the audience to follow along with the "kissy" noise as
well. She then lifts her right knee and exclaims "Hey Baby," again, getting the audience to
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participate. The final gesture is a ron de jambe of the right leg as she says, "you look good."
Each whistle, noise, or exclamation is accompanied by a specific gesture. Associating a gesture
with a particular exclamation helps the audience to more easily remember what to say and also to
feel more comfortable participating. After going through all the gestures again with the audience
(without stopping) from the whistle, kissy noise, "hey baby", and "you look good," Emily
sections off the audience into different groups.
Firstly, she sections off the stage left audience and Mattie runs out and points at them in a
way saying "follow me." Emily does the same with the next section and Genna runs out and
gestures to the second section that she will be their 'leader' so to speak. The third section Emily
segments off will be Olivia's section; she runs out and waves to the audience to let them know
she will be leading them. The fourth and final section of the audience will be Emily's section.
Now the dancers will go down the line each performing one of the gestures that Emily assigned
for each noise/exclamation. Emily begins with her right hand up palm facing forward and
whistles (her section of the audience follows along). Then Olivia gestures her hands horizontally
in a straight line while making a "kissy" sound, as her section of the audience also follows along.
Genna lifts her knee and exclaims, "Hey Baby," in unison with her section of the audience.
Finally, Mattie ron de jambs her leg and shouts "you look good," and the audience harmoniously
participates. Emily yells, "retrograde" and the dancers go back down the line in reverse order,
starting with Mattie, doing the exact same gestures and exclamations. The dancers then repeat
the series of gestures/exclamations in unison as Gigi slowly enters from upstage left behind them
stimulating excitement and building anticipation for what's to occur next. Gigi begins to repeat
the phrase work she did in the very first scene of the piece when she is on stage alone.
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Shortly after Gigi's entrance, Drew and Kathleen enter from opposite sides of the stage,
while dancing in unison (they are upstage of the horizontal line of dancers directing the
audience). Gigi adds in to their movement and it becomes a trio. Their movement is very subtle,
as to not distract from the focal point of this section: the call and response. The remaining
dancers in the piece begin to trickle onto the stage. Four dancers enter the stage and settle
upstage of the gestural line of dancers; there is a 1: 1 ratio for the call/response line of dancers to
the dancers that enter behind them. After the gestural line repeats the series of
gestures/exclamations in a chaotic manner, the four dancers upstage of the call/response dancers
place their hands on them in a soothing and reassuring manner, almost as if they are saying,
"calm down." Other dancers trickle onto the stage behind the gestural line and join in with Gigi,
Drew and Kathleen. They continue dancing as the four downstage girls are calming down the
gestural line, and then eventually the rest of the dancers join the first two lines. Everyone on
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stage is now standing in columns of four. The original gesture girls are the "line leaders" of each
line. The music slowly fades out and the stage is silent. All of the dancers begin gesturing and
moving in a quick, frantic manner. Each dancer is moving uniquely, all while remaining in a
straight line. Dancers are jutting in and out of the line; one dancers leg may be sticking out of
the line while another dancer's opposite arm is simultaneously reaching out on the other side.
This makes for some quite interesting shapes and pictures. After a few seconds of this, the
dancers finally settle and they all slowly raise their right hands almost as if they are surrendering
and have given up the fight.
After this moment of surrender, the ladies directly behind the line leaders wrap their arms
around the line leaders' stomachs in order to push themselves in front of them. At the same time,
the ladies at the back of the line run to the very front of the column. This same scenario repeats a
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few times, as the dancers are weaving in and out of one another. After about thirty seconds of
this commotion, the dancers finally settle down and stand still in four neat, systematic columns
(directly behind one another); no one is moving and you can only see the line leaders of each
column. After a short few seconds of silence, the music sounds immediately, in a strong and
forceful manner.
The next section reminds me of a puppeteer. The dancers in the second row wrap their
hands and arms around the body of the line leader, in a very invasive and uncomfortable manner.
The second the line leader feels another dancer's band bit her body, she quickly throws their
hands off. This section is almost uncomfortable to watch. It perfectly resembles the feeling one
gets when another individual is "too close for comfort" or encroaching upon his or her space.
Additionally, the fact that you cannot see the faces of the dancers placing their hands on the line
leader (since they are in a straight vertical line) makes this section even creepier. After wrapping
their hands over the line leaders' bodies, each dancer who is directly behind the line leader
slowly drags her hand from the top of their line leader's face all the way to the bottom. The line
leaders' faces remain stoic and emotion-less. The juxtaposition of a creepy hand (with no visible
face) slowly swiping down a seemingly unfazed woman's face makes a very strong statement.
After this occurs, the second and third line break out of the vertical line by sauteing. They saute
three times in a row, switching directions and then quickly roll to the ground and get back up
again. While this large, expansive movement is going on upstage, the front line is standing fairly
still. They are slowly crossing their arms, looking around and touching their bodies in attempts
to find some sort of comfort and refuge from the harassment; they look scared and distressed.
Following, all of the dancers scurry into a clump as Kathleen reaches her arrns up and
backbends into the clump of dancers. The dancers lift her up over their heads into the air,
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carrying her upstage. They then slowly place her down on her hands as she cartwheels out of the
handstand. After Kathleen is put down, all of the dancers drop to the ground and disperse out of
the clump. They scatter throughout the stage, lying on their backs with their legs overhead. As
the dancers arrive to the ground, the music changes to a very eerie and unnerving score. Mattie
is in the same position as the rest of the dancers on stage, but she is in a headstand so her legs are
a few inches above the rest of the dancers. They all are slowly bending, twisting and inverting
their legs as the intensity of the music gradually increases.
After about twenty seconds of the girls lying on the ground, I slowly enter the stage. I
am bundled up in layers upon layers of clothing. 1 am holding my jacket closed in an attempt to
cover up my body, looking around in a very cautious manner and my shoulders are raised in fear
as I slowly walk through the sea of dancers. Once I reach center stage, I simultaneously raise my
right leg and my shoulders as I concave my stomach and contract. As I place my right foot
down, I step into a wide second position and outstretch my arms horizontally with tension. I
then head roll starting to the right and as my head roll reaches completion, it rotates my body
from a wide second to a lunge (with my left leg bent and my right leg outstretched). The lunge
brings me to the ground and I backward roll out of it and end in a weight bearing position. I
quickly envelope my right leg and on my way down from the envelope, I place my right knee on
the ground and swing my left leg around, gliding it along the ground. From this knee slide, I
rapidly come to standing and envelope my left leg. Following, I raise my right leg into an
extended attitude while grabbing the tutu that is underneath a few of the layers. Out of this
sustained attitude, I step onto it and do a double pirouette. From the double pirouette, I do a
small jump out of it and swiftly walk backwards. The pace of my walk is so quick that it takes
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me to the ground, almost as if I had tripped over my feet. While on the ground, I arch my back
and pedal my feet on the ground so that I rotate in a circle; think, "dog chasing its tale."
After this, I stand up and walk towards stage right, however, I quickly retreat shuffling
backwards, shaking and sheltering my head with my arms; it's almost as if I have seen
something that I didn't want to and am trying to forget it. Next, I contract while in a deep second
position plie and then ball change into a wide forth with my arms outstretched horizontally. I
repeat this three times as the girls on the ground finally move to standing. After the third time
repeating the phrase, I find myself at center stage. The rest of the dancers have formed a half
circle around me. All the lights are dim except a single spot light on me. Once I realize all eyes
are on me, I become very cautious and uncomfortable. I cling on to my jacket and hold it closed,
similar to how I entered the stage at the beginning of this section. As the music slowly fades out,
Claire walks towards me from upstage as jazzy blues music comes on; the music gives off a very
sensual feel.
This is the section in which I am stripped down out of all of my layers of clothing. After
Claire approaches me, she rips off my suit coat. Then, I sensually body roll while traveling
towards stage left. I do a backbend out of the body roll as Mattie grabs my dress shirt and pulls
it off. Then, I soutenu with my arms over my head and throw my arms back so that Genna can
remove my dress shirt. As I smoothly move my hips from right to left, Gigi unties my wrap skirt
and I quickly chaine towards stage right as the skirt unravels. Then Gigi pushes my lower back
down to throw me over so that my head is near my feet. She pulls the tutu off over my head .
Kathleen approaches me and does the same thing as Gigi, but to the opposite direction. She
unties my dress so that Drew and Taylor can take it off. I then place my arms out in a horizontal
position as Drew and Olivia sweep underneath and pick me up from underneath my armpits as
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my leg is in passe. As I am placed down, I developpe my left leg and Kathleen removes my tank
top. I rotate from the developpe a la seconde to a ponche. As I roll up from the ponche, Olivia
removes my slip. I flip to face upstage and unbutton my pants while swaying my hips from side
to side. Then, Kathleen and Drew approach me as I put one arm around each of their necks and
extend both of my legs out horizontally. They carry me stage right towards Haley so that she can
grab the ends of my pant legs and rip them off. I do a split kick to get out of their grip and land in
a lunge with both of my arms outstretched behind me. Drew and Kathleen each grab a sleeve in
order to remove my blouse. Iron de jambe my right leg to flip me towards the audience and then
ron de jambe my left leg directly following. As my left leg is in the air, Mattie slides under me
and pulls off my shorts. I step out of the legs of the shorts and then throw all of my weight
backward into Olivia, Drew and Genna's arms. Olivia flips my entire body and I end in the air
over their heads, with my stomach facing the ground and my arms outstretched. I almost look
like an airplane. They lower me from this position into a handstand and then remove my final
layer of clothing, my sweatpants .
As I come down from the handstand and roll up, I experience a moment of realization; I
am standing in my bra and underwear in front of a room full of strangers. The spotlight is on me
and none of the other dancers are moving. I grab my body and look around in a very helpless
manner. I am desperately trying to cover my body up, but there are no layers left to do so. The
blues music slowly fades out and I am standing on the stage in silence .
The eerie music from earlier comes back on (very low) and I quickly drop into a deep
second position plie. I am staring the audience down. From the grand plie, I shift my weight to
my right left and extend my left leg. I land from the leg extension into a deep lunge with my
right left bent and my left leg straight. I then step backwards out of the lunge with both legs in
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releve and my arms up over my head. From there, Iron de jambe my leg and leap from one leg,
landing in a deep lunge. Coming to standing, I once again stare the audience down. As my solo
is occurring, a sound track of creepy voices slowly trickles in, however, you can't make out what
they are saying. After staring down the audience, I begin to improvise. In this moment I am sort
of freaking out. The intent of the improvisation is to wipe away all the memories of being
harassed and to quite literally "kick" the harassers to the curb. As I am doing my improvisation,
the dancers in the half circle around me slowly reach their right hand up towards the sky. I
continue dancing until finally, mid-move, the spotlight dims and the stage goes completely dark .
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Self - Analysis
Calling at Cats, Whistling at Wolves/ Danza Per Morta
Calling at Cats, Whistling to Wolves by Laura Karlin is a social commentary piece
regarding the issues of catcalling and street harassment. As of recently, there has been a great
deal of buzz within the media about this subject. Although it has been a problem for several
years, it has recently been placed in the forefront of society's minds due to a video coproduced
by anti-street harassment organization, Hal/aback! that went viral a few months back. This
video sparked many conversations, arguments and reflections. Because of the impact this topic
has made on society, Laura was inspired to create a work that tackled this social justice issue.
Within the first few weeks of rehearsals, Laura called the cast members together to chat
about the piece, ask what we knew of catcalling and whether or not any of us had directly faced
street harassment. This conversation helped bring us closer together as a cast. It was shocking
to hear about the harassment fellow cast members had experienced on the streets of San
Francisco, at the gym, or simply in the work place. Also, we discussed the idea of "victim
blaming" and how women are often made to feel at fault, or shameful for the harassment they
receive and are accused of "bringing it upon themselves." This concept of shame was a reference
point for a majority of Laura's choreographic choices and for the performance quality she was
looking to get out of us. After having this open dialogue, I felt a much deeper connection to not
only the piece, but also to my cast members. This conversation built an innate sense of trust and
reliance within our cast.
This trust that was built early on in the process set the tone for a very positive and
productive rehearsal space. Because this topic is such a relatable issue, I think Laura wanted to
create a sense of community and collaboration within the piece. Resultantly, we often were
asked to create phrases on our own and perform them for the group. Laura would then take our
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phrases, manipulate them, distort them and convert them into a variation of our original
choreography. She would also often string together different people's phrases in order to create
one long phrase. Working interpersonally with other members of the piece definitely helped
build an additional layer of trust and comfort. We were often collaborating to either create a
phrase together or partner with one another. When completing partnering tasks, trust is vital.
This was a good exercise in looking at movement from someone else's perspective as well.
When I have a vision for how I want something to look, I am usually very strong in my opinion .
Working so frequently in groups and with partners, however, was a great lesson in stepping back
and listening to other people's opinions and gaining inspiration from my peers. While this
collaborative effort was nice, I did feel at times that Laura didn't always necessarily come
prepared for rehearsal. Sometimes it seemed she didn't have any material ready, so we were
given an inordinate amount of time to work on very short, simple phrases. It became tedious and
eventually grew old. Regardless, I decided to take it as an opportunity to challenge myself
choreographically, grow closer with cast members, and collaborate with others more effectively .
The way in which I chose to handle various frustrations throughout the choreographic
process speaks a great deal to how I have grown and matured throughout my four years at LMU .
I am the type of dancer that gets very in my head during rehearsals and am constantly judging
myself: how am I doing, does the choreographer like me, am I meeting their expectations? Well,
at least that's the type of dancer I used to be. In high school, if I did something well, I received
immediate gratification whether that was in the form of a compliment or a "first place" award .
Considering this, the transition from the competition world into the concert world was difficult at
first. Dance was no longer centered on winning and earning the top title; it was about selfgrowth, internal motivation, positivity and community. I no longer focus on what other people in
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the room think of me, whether or not I am placed in the front of a formation (which seems like a
ridiculous thought to me now), or let my dissatisfaction with the way the rehearsal is being run
ruin my mindset or attitude towards the process. It feels great to be able to look back on my
journey and realize how my mindset and perspective on dance has drastically changed for the
better; it is no longer about anyone else, but myself (in the most positive, humble way possible) .
My most difficult challenge was definitely the performance aspect of this piece. I was
given a solo in which I would literally be demonstrating the vulnerability felt by women when
catcalled or harassed on the street. In order to display this, I was stripped of my clothing, down
to just my bra and underwear. The process in which I was de-clothed was very meticulous and
strategically laid out. It wasn't a matter of simply taking off my clothes, but rather, I was
simultaneously dancing as various cast members removed the clothes from my body .
Considering this, when I first learned the choreography I was more focused on the technicality of
executing the movement while seamlessly getting stripped of my clothing; I wasn't very focused
on the performance aspect at all.
However, as the show quickly approached, Laura began to give me notes on my
performance quality. She wanted me to express the distress, shame and consternation I felt from
this very demeaning process and to express these emotions very apparently in my face, even
more so than in my movement; this was no easy task for me. I often struggle with expressing
emotions and become immediately uncomfortable when I am asked to act or do something a bit
"out there." I felt very uneasy about the facial expressions/performance she was asking of me. I
am generally a pretty pulled together person, so making these crazy faces was extremely out of
my comfort zone. With all of the discomfort and anxiety I felt regarding the way in which Laura
wanted me to perform the piece, I started to reflect and really think about the root of my
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performance block. Eventually I came to the realization that I hide behind my technique. I have
a very strong technical foundation, a well-trained and reliable facility and extreme hyper
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mobility. Considering this, my body can do some pretty crazy things. I think that somewhere
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along the way, a disconnect has developed between my performance and my physical movement.
I am able to click in to performance mode when I am onstage, however, I know this is an aspect
of my dancing that should be there at all times. Admitting this to myself was the very first step
in the process to improving this area of my dancing .
Taking my self-assessment to heart, I was really trying to push myself outside my
comfort zone and challenge myself to embrace the performance. I was starting to feel more
comfortable in the role and Laura was happy with my progress; finally, I felt confidant and
prepared to go on stage. This confidence quickly fell away when I was informed about what I
would be actually wearing on stage. Throughout the entire process, Laura told me that she was
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completely fine with me wearing booty shorts on stage, instead of briefs, if it made me feel more
comfortable. My bottom is an area of my body that I am not 100% comfortable with, and I
definitely wasn't comfortable standing on stage in essentially my bra and underwear in front of
students who see me everyday walking around campus, my family, my boyfriend's family, and
other audience members. In the moment in which I was quickly thrown on stage in something
that was I) not agreed upon, 2) extremely revealing, I felt so completely vulnerable and
uncomfortable. I couldn't even focus on the piece because I was so upset at how the situation
was handled. I was on the brink of tears when told what I would be wearing and there was
absolutely zero concern for my feelings, comfort, or confidence. I think it is very important that
a choreographer makes sure his or her dancers are comfortable on stage or at least is forthright
with them from the start.
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After having some time to get over my initial distress regarding the costume situation, I
realized that the only thing I could do was accept that this is what I would be wearing and move
on. I knew in the back of my mind that if I focused on how my body looked on stage and the
fact that I was wearing practically nothing, my entire performance would be off. I had worked
way too hard all semester to underperform as a result of my costume. In fact, when opening
night came, I was so incredibly excited to perform, I wasn't even thinking about what I would be
wearing, or not wearing, in this case. In the end, I decided to channel my vulnerable feelings and
anxiety about the situation into my performance. Ultimately, this entire costuming situation
ended up being a positive thing; it fueled my performance. I was able to better relate to the role
and portray vulnerability because those were the exact emotions I was experiencing while being
up there on stage. It's funny how the world works. I was struggling with connecting to this
character and then all of a sudden I am thrown a curve ball (wearing something I wasn't
expecting). But in the end, it was this "curveball" that ended up propelling my performance to
greater heights .
Throughout my journey in Calling at Cats, Whistling to Wolves, I learned a great deal not
only about myself, but also about the power of dance. It is amazing to me that Laura was able to
take such a prevalent social justice issue and address it through movement, in both a respectful
and unassuming manner; she did not push a particular opinion or viewpoint on the audience. I
am constantly amazed at the supremacy of dance and the fact that movement can effectively
tackle issues affecting our world and deliver an educated and meaningful message to the
audience.
While I experienced a lot of key moments in Laura's piece regarding performance and
pushing myself far beyond my comfort zone, I had equally momentous realizations and instances
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of discovery in Jordan Marinov's piece. However, in Jordan's piece, my discoveries were more
so in my dancing .
Jordan was constantly on me about my posture. Because I have lordosis, I often stand
with my rib cage open, back arched and neck protruded forward. Every time Jordan caught me
standing like this, she would point it out. This is how I have always stood, and it feels
comfortable; considering this, it is hard for me to physically feel when my posture is misaligned .
Being constantly reminded when I was not in alignment was really helpful not only for my
posture, but for my dancing as well. The more I was reminded, the more aware I was and more I
was consciously working to fix it. I noticed a drastic change in my movement in terms of
stability and control when I focused on the alignment of my body .
Additionally, Jordan challenged me to push my technique beyond what I thought I was
capable of doing: digging deeper into my plie, spotting harder for an extra pirouette, heightening
my leg in arabesque a few inches, etc. Being pushed and constantly challenged caused me to
question whether or not I was doing enough. I found myself saying, "can you get deeper in your
plie?"or "I know you can dance harder." This type of internal conversation served as fuel and
motivation to reach greater heights with my dancing. Finally, my dance aesthetic is definitely
more on the smooth, flowy spectrum. However, Jordan challenged me to develop the more
staccato, sharp aspect of my dancing. By focusing on my already developed smooth movement
quality and exploring harder hitting, sharp movement quality, my dancing became much more
varied and dynamic .
Throughout these rehearsals and performances, I have learned a tremendous amount
about myself. After four years of study in the LMU dance program, I have grown to become a
mindful, self-motivated, and inspired dancer. I strive to push myself to my greatest capabilities,
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and focus on what is truly important. I have learned how to handle hurdles and roadblocks along
the way, and I have become a stronger dancer and individual as a result. I will be forever
grateful for the mental, physical and emotional lessons I have learned through the endless
nurturing and love given to me by this program .
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LMU reflection and Mission: The mission of LMU promotes academic-artistic
excellence; education of the whole person (body, mind and spirit); and service that does justice
(being a human being with values that lead to the giving of the gifts of talent, knowledge, and
creative expression in such a way as to a model of authentic compassion and a citizen who
contributes to the well-being of others - especially the less fortunate - and the planet)
Through my performance thesis, I feel as though I was able to effectively emulate the
mission of LMU in more ways than one. Firstly, LMU' s mission speaks about "promoting
academic-artistic excellence." My time spent dedicated to rehearsals in Jordan Marinov and
Laura Karlin's pieces, as well as my performances in An Evening of Concert Dance allowed me
to express artistic excellence .
In rehearsals we were expected to push ourselves physically, mentally and emotionally .

Jordan's piece was extremely physically demanding: fast paced and very technical. We were
constantly moving and there was very little rest time. We began each rehearsal with an intense
warm up and then moved directly into choreography. Jordan choreographs very rapidly and on
the spot and we were expected to pick up the choreography right away and master it fairly
quickly. Considering this, rehearsals were difficult on my brain. I had to remain constantly
engaged and fully present during the entirety of rehearsals.
In addition to pushing ourselves physically and mentally, we were asked to push
ourselves emotionally. Jordan emphasized performance quality and brought out the best in us by
asking us to connect to difficult emotional experiences that struck a chord within us. Each week
we made a circle and essentially had an open forum. We went around the circle and expressed
how we were feeling that particular day ,.talked about any issues we were experiencing and
anything else we wanted to discuss. In one exercise in particular, Jordan asked us to share an
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experience that brought us grief. Not only was it difficult to express my own story about the
death of my grandfather, but it was even more difficult to hear other dancers' stories. It gave me
a new perspective on what is truly important in life. I never realized some of the things my cast
members, whom I speak with on a regular basis, are going through. These rehearsals in
particular were emotionally taxing. It was our job as performers to take these experiences and
use them as fuel to propel our performance forward. By connecting my performance to a
personal experience, I feel I was able to artistically express myself to my greatest capability .
Laura's piece also allowed me to express artistic excellence. The theme of Laura's piece
was street harassment. This is a very prevalent issue that several young women face on a daily
basis. Being a woman who has experienced catcalling and street harassment, I felt connected to
the topic. Putting myself in the shoes of a woman being harassed on the street and emotionally
expressing those feelings was difficult. My solo at the end of the piece in which I was stripped
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down to my bra and underwear placed me in an extremely vulnerable place. The emotions of
feeling uncomfortable standing on stage, nearly naked, were very real. Pushing myself to
overcome my insecurities and focus on the performance itself was definitely a moment in which
I showcased artistic excellence .
Additionally, LMU's mission speaks about the "education of the whole person" (mind,
body and spirit). Through journaling the rehearsal and performance process, 1 was able to gain
insight into my mind, body, spirit connection and overall balance as a person. In my journals, I
talked a lot about my mindset when approaching the rehearsal, how my mindset affected my
performance within the rehearsal, frustrations I was experiencing, things I enjoyed about the
rehearsal, challenges, triumphs, etc. By being able to go back and look over my journals, I was
able to make realizations about ways in which I could improve myself and make changes that
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would better me as a dancer and person. One thing I noticed in my journals is how hard I am on
myself; I am my strongest critic. I often pick apart everything about my dancing that I don't like
and am extremely hard on myself when I don't do something correctly or perform to the best of
my abilities. Admitting that I am overly critical of myself has been the first step in changing this
negative characteristic. Realizing that it is not healthy to be so severely hard on myself has
allowed me to enjoy my time in the studio more and to have a greater overall balance and
happiness. Not only has my personal journaling helped me to find mind body and spirit
connection, but the choreographers I worked with helped me to do this as well. Jordan and
Laura weren't just choreographers, but they were human beings who became very close with
their cast members and truly care about us as people first and dancers second. In particular,
Jordan educated us a lot on the importance of being well rounded, compassionate, hard working
and dedicated individuals. She definitely helped to develop all spheres of my personality, which
aligns impeccably with LMU's mission.
Personally, one of my greatest gifts is that of dance. LMU's mission speaks about
offering "service that does justice (being a human being with values that lead to the giving of the
gifts of talent, knowledge, and creative expression in such a way as to a model of authentic
compassion and a citizen who contributes to the well-being of others". I believe that I am able to
accomplish this when I perform. When I dance on stage, I am sharing a part of my life that is
very near and dear to my heart. I am showing the audience who I am as a human being through
movement, and saying what I am incapable of saying in words, with my body. Allowing others
to share in the joy that dance brings me is not only a gift to audience members, but also a gift to
myself. It feels great to bring others happiness through the art form of dance. Furthermore,
during rehearsals I have been able to share my gift of love and compassion with my cast mates. I
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have provided support for them, listened to their struggles and lifted them up. I feel fulfilled
when I am able to help others realize their own worth. In turn, I have felt this same love and
support reciprocated by my cast mates. Dance is a form of art that unites people from all walks
of life and inspires individuals to open their eyes to the beauty surrounding them.
LMU's mission ultimately revolves around making students the best versions of
themselves. Throughout the four years that we are at LMU, the university hopes to mold and
shape us into well-rounded individuals with compassion and willingness to offer our talents and
gifts to others who are less fortunate. These are skills that we are to take with us and carry out
into other areas of our life far beyond graduation. My senior thesis is a perfect example of how
LMU' s mission has influenced me outside the confines of the classroom. My thesis was a very
personal experience involving a great deal of self- reflection and analysis; there wasn't someone
above me telling me what to write, say or do. It wasn't until writing this paper that I realized
how, subconsciously, LMU's mission has been engrained in the way I think and approach
various situations.
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Interview Questions: Jordan Marinov
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

What was your inspiration for this piece/ what drove you to make this work?
How did you begin the process?
What about the cast/music brings the work to life for you?
What type of rehearsal process do you work best in?
How was this piece different from other works you have created?
Was the final product what you thought it would be?
Is there a noticeable difference working college students versus professionals?

1. I was inspired by a car accident that affected me in 2011 and the deposition papers that held
my testimony. I wanted to put the experience to bed. I asked myself the question - what does
grief look like and I got red dress, one high heeled shoe and papers. I created a solo with the
actual papers for myself, a solo for Zsolt my dance partner and two duets. We performed this 20
minute piece in San Fran & LA. I always knew it was part of the larger evening length work
using Verdi's Requiem, so when I received the commission I knew I wanted to work on a group
piece. I think masculine/feminine energies are very interesting and when l started sketching out
the piece the image of a moon and chairs came to me.

Danza per Morta is an evening length ballet that explores the human experience of death in
modern society. Performed to Verdi's Requiem, themes of grief, rebirth, passion and our innate
desire for survival spark a visceral experience of emotion for the audience.

2. The mission of the dance is to inspire the audience to get in touch with their humanity specifically their emotional internal landscape and how we are all similar regardless of age, race,
socio-economic status. To get people to be more alive and fully realized through the experience
of relating to the dancers. Also, to start the conversation about the dying process in our society as
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I believe it is under-explored. - That is the overall intention - for the section you danced it was
about striving, falling and standing, and masculine/feminine energy.

Interview Questions: Laura Karlin
1) What was your inspiration for this piece/ what drove you to make this work?
Calling at Cats/Whistling to Wolves was inspired by the street harassment that is part of
many women's daily experience. I began thinking about making a piece on the subject, then
it blew up as a social media conversation and it seemed like a good time to dive in. The issue
is important on both personal and socio-political levels. It brings into focus issues
surrounding power dynamics, public vs private spaces, trauma and social cueing. I wanted to
make a piece about street harassment that wasn't necessarily political or "message-based",
since that's not generally how I make work and it often turns into a "preaching to the choir"
situation anyways. So I was more interested in finding ways to communicate the immediate
internal experience of being harassed, and the social cueing that makes this behaviour
possible. Rather than put my message out there, I prefer to present a multi-faceted situation
and allow the audience to experience it for themselves.

2) How did you begin the process?
I began as 1 begin most of my pieces - with a central motivating theme, in this case
catcalling. I like to take an idea and crack it open, so we can examine as many kinetic aspects
and theatrical possibilities of the idea as possible. From there, I dream up images and
movements, and eventually those find their way into an order. It starts with chaos revolving
around a central idea, and eventually it all comes into focus and arranges itself.
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When I get into the studio with the dancers, I like to teach a phrase and see how it fits their
bodies, then I ask them to create their own movement so I understand with whom I am
working in an kinetically empathic way. From there, we discuss the theme and use it to build
phrases, which become sections and those sections are eventually arranged into a piece.

3) What about the cast/music brings the work to life for you?
It's always the people in the room which make it real for me. I work so collaboratively that
the cast is a crucial element. They shape the piece in an indelible way and their generosity
and creativity are what bring it into the world.

4) What type of rehearsal process do you work best in?
I wilt when there are un-invested people in the room, and I thrive when the artists with whom
I'm sharing the process are collaborative, open, communicative and driven by a common and
uncompromising need to tell these stories.

5) How was this piece different from other works you have created?
I hadn't worked with students in a while, so it was wonderful to do so with my LMU
beauties. Dancers brought a fresh energy and air of discovery that I enjoyed.

6) Was the final product what you thought it would be?
I never know what a final product will be. It's always a unfurling process of discovery.
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7) Is there a noticeable difference working college students versus professionals?
Less so with LMU students. ©
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DVD: Calling at Cats/ Whistling to Wolves
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(Worked with Maddy Overby)

Summary of Dance Studies
Fundamentals of Dance Composition I and II

•

Professor: Judy Scalin

•

In this class, we were asked to improvise, compose dance studies and reflect/assess our
work, as well as the work of our peers

• Exercises were geared towards helping us discover our individual authentic movement
vmce

• We were expected to improvise, compose dance studies, perform, speak, write and read
about dance

•

Integrating knowledge from this class into our daily lives as well as building community
with our fellow dancers was also stressed

• Skills that were developed: aesthetic principles, physical and performance skills, aesthetic
valuing, cultural-historical context, integration and community building

•

Objectives: Explore movement possibilities, use aesthetic vocabulary, analyze and assess
personal growth, analyze and assess growth of others, analyze and asses personal
challenges and success, analyze and assess challenges and success of others, attune self to
the stages of becoming a creating and performing dancer, attune self to the stages of
becoming an audience member, attune self to beginning an inward journey of becoming
an increasing whole and humane human being, connect lessons from dance study and life
beyond the classroom
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Dance Styles and Form
•

Professor: Scott Heinzerling/David Karagianis

•

OBJECTIVES:
I. Develop and discover multiple approaches to dance composition
2. Promote further understanding and development of the creative process in dancemaking
3. Promote deeper understanding and implementation of Laban's Effort Concepts
4. Promote a deeper understanding of music and dance related to dance composition
5. To promote more active listening skills
6. To develop a deeper understanding of Music's historical periods, styles, genres, and
fundamental components of structure
7. To promote a deeper understanding of music's intrinsic and extrinsic elements and
their relationships and impact on dance and dance composition
8. To promote a deeper understanding and demonstration of performance qualities
9. To promote the development of the individual students' personal dance aesthetic

•

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:
I. Perform an expanded dynamic movement range
2. Acquire a diversity of approaches and solutions to dance composition
3. Participate in creative problem solving
4. Begin to discover and develop an individual choreographic aesthetic

•

CONTENT
I. Musical forms and structures
2. Choreographic devices
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3. Site specific creation
•

Scott and David challenged us to move outside of our comfort zones and to create pieces
with a strong connection to the music

•

The music compositions we were presented with were very unique and different from
what the majority of students were used to moving to .

•

Scott and David expected that our movement emulate the music, as well as narrate a story
unique to the music

Laban Movement Analysis
•

Professor: Damon Rago

•

Through this course, we became proficient in Laban Movement Analysis; a system of
analyzing and describing human movement in order to reveal inherent universal and
personal meanings contained within

•

We learned to analyze movement by dividing it into Effort, Shape, Space and Body

•

OBJECTIVES
1. Develop skills in the areas of Body, Effort, Shape & Space
2. Engage in physical exploration based on the LMA fundamentals of Effort, Shape &
Space
3. Learn and practice the Bartenieff Fundamental Patterns of Total Body Connectivity:
Breath, Core-Distal Connectivity, Head-Tail Connectivity, Upper-Lower
Connectivity, Body-half Connectivity and Cross-Lateral Connectivity
4. Create and execute a personal program designed to aide in increasing individual
knowledge of LMA/BF
5. Develop verbal and analytical skills in the areas of Body, Effort, Shape & Space
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6. Analyze and discuss movement experienced in class
7. Observe, analyze, and discuss the movements of others in class
8. Observe and write about concert dance using established LMA/BF vocabulary
9. Deepen and refine sensitivity, understanding and appreciation of others
10. Share space with others in both whole group and small group activities
I 1. Deepen and refine self-confidence and self-esteem, reduction of stress, anxiety and
self-doubt
Music for Dance/Drumming
•

Professor: Monti Ellison

•

In this course, we learned to reproduce the patterns and techniques for hand drumming as
well as practiced different rhythms from various African folkloric traditions

•

We also learned to count and perform the accompanying rhythmic parts (usually three to
five patterns) and sing the accompanying songs

•

OBJECTIVES:
1. Acquire skills and understanding of the principles of drumming
2. Challenge and improve students' ability to learn, analyze, and execute rhythmic
patterns
3. Further develop musical and rhythmic clarity, as well as phrasing
4. Expand the student's knowledge of keeping time, overall pattern of time, and the
many forms of subdividing time

•

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. Execute increased accuracy in time keeping and holding tempo
2. Perform with increasing musicality and rhythmic tempo
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3. Perform with increased musicality and rhythmic clarity
4. Count in time and subdivide time
5. Execute correct hand coordination for drumming and master the bass-tone-smack
6. Recognize and acquire a greater awareness of rhythm as it pertains to all forms of
music

•

We learned basic hand drumming skills, as well as how to count and play no less than
five polyrhythmic traditional and semi-traditional rhythms

To Dance is Human: Dance, Culture and Society

•

Professor: Kristen Smiarowski

•

In this course we explored the discipline of dance and the dynamics of dancing as a
human phenomena~dance as ritual, dance as rite, dance as entertainment, dance as art

•

These objectives were explored via readings and live and filmed performances

•

We also explored dance in various cultures, particularly dance that "lives" in the Los
Angeles community

•

We were asked to look into the past, present, local community and into the world and to
think with our minds, body and spirit

•

OBJECTIVES:
1. Investigate the significance of varied bodily expression culture to culture
2. To introduce students to the skills and sensibilities necessary when observing the
physical movement of people
3. To cultivate interest in the stories and experiences of people other than ourselves
4. To develop the skills to investigate written texts as well as dance and dancing
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5. To investigate key philosophical, cultural-anthropological, and aesthetic concepts as
they pertain to dance and dancing
6. To develop the student's ability to speak and write intelligently about movement and
cultural issues

7. To promote the value of interdisciplinary study
8. To respect individual difference of students, guest presenters and instructors
•

which reflect and influence American culture and society today and through history

•

We were able to apply conceptual knowledge and appropriate vocabulary when writing
and speaking about dance

•

~.
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We explored and analyzed the commonalities and differences among various dance forms

At the conclusion of the course, we were able to connect the knowledge we had learned
to life experiences and other areas of study

•

This course allowed me to connect the knowledge I had learned in class to life
experiences and other areas in my life

Dance History

•

Professor: Jill Nunes Jensen

•

In this course, we studied the development of dance as an art form from its earliest
origins, through medieval religious pageantry, Renaissance court dances, 18'h century
stage dance, and finally, dance in the 19'" and 20'h centuries

•

We studied the ways in which dance is historicized as well as looked at the political,
social, gendered, anthropological, sexual, technical and historical constructions around
and within Western dance

•

OBJECTIVES:
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I. Gain an appreciation of the history of Western theatrical dance
2. Make connections between own personal dance history and the larger history of the
discipline
3. Develop research skills, learning how to incorporate observation and personal
experience into a well synthesized term paper
4. Learn how to watch dance with a critical eye
•

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

I. Students will be able to contextualize various choreographers and their strategies in
order to understand why particular aesthetic concerns were paramount through dance
history
2. Understand why particular events influenced choreographers and their approach to
dance-making
3. Understand why certain artists work are considered seminal
4. Develop a stronger dance vocabulary
Kinesiology I and II
•

Professor: Mavis Rode

•

In this course, we explored the fundamentals of anatomy, physiology, and biomechanics
in order to translate the perceived experience of dance into an understanding of
movement according of scientific principles of kinesiology

•

This knowledge was then applied to the study, teaching, and performance of dance, and
to the care of the dancer

•

Major topics= joint structure and function, human skeleton as a lever system, fitness
training and nutrition for optimal health and performance of the dancer, and the
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relationships between gravity, postural alignment, balance, and the forces generated and
absorbed by the musculoskeletal system during movement
•

OBJECTIVES:
1. To develop an understanding of the basic structure and function of the human body as
it applies to movement
2. To develop an understanding of how to apply this knowledge to care of the dancer's
body, training, injury prevention, nourishment
3. To being to develop an awareness of individual potentials and limitations as dancers

•

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. List important macronutrients and micronutrients necessary for maintaining health

2. Explain basic functions of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats in human nutrition
3. Describe nutrient metabolism and ATP production during glycolysis, citric acid cycle,
and the electron transport chain
4. Identify major bones of the axial and appendicular skeletons and the surface
landmarks/points of attachment of major muscle groups

5. Explain and give examples of concentric, eccentric and isometric muscle contractions

6. Describe the mechanisms of muscle contraction and nerve impulse generation at the
cellular level
7. Discuss the function of the nervous system in the generation and control of human
movement
8. Apply knowledge of properties of skeletal muscle and connective tissue to safe
stretching techniques in order to develop and maintain optimal function and avoid
IIlJUry
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9. Discuss the major roles of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems as they relate to
the function of the musculoskeletal system

Principles of Teaching and/or Creative Dance for Children
•

Professor: Teresa Heiland

•

Through this course, we learned to integrate professional studies of technical content
knowledge and conceptual content knowledge with pedagogical content knowledge

•

We also learned how particular topics, problems, or issues within the dance curriculum
are organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners,
and presented for instruction at the high school level

• Basic principle techniques of teaching dance in schools, private studios, and agencies .
•

Lesson planning and teaching practice in selected dance activating lessons; includes
practice teaching

•

OUTCOMES:
1. Demonstrate a working knowledge of the discipline of dance as identified in the
content standards in the California Visual and Performing Arts Framework, K-12
2. Design standards-based instruction that meets CA VAPA standards and represents the
best practice in instruction and lesson design
3. Research, write, and share info on current issues/resources in dance education
4. Apply cognitive processes used in dance/arts: creating, performing and responding
5. Demonstrate an understanding for the promotion of inquiry and imaginative thinking
as well as self-discovery in the teaching of dance
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6. Demonstrate the ability to structure a dance class and create lesson plans for selected
experiences that contribute to the logical progression of a well-planned class
7.

Demonstrate an understanding of the broad experiences integral to a well-balanced
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dance curriculum in various settings
Philosophy of Arts or similar course; Renaissance Drama in Action

• Professor: Kevin Wetmore
•

In this course, we explored English Renaissance Drama through period conceptions of

the body and through staged violence

•

We read the plays of Shakespeare, Middleton and Heywood and learned the stage fights

•

The first half of the class consisted of a lecture/discussion of the play, and then a practical
workshop in which we actually picked up the weapons of the period and learned period
combat followed

Careers in Dance

•

Professor: Lilian Barbeito

•

Though lectures, written assignments, internet & field research, plus specialized projects,
careers in dance and careers related to dance will be rigorously explored

•

OBJECTIVES:
I. Be able to write effective introductory emails to potential employers
2. Be able to write effective follow-up emails to current and/or future employers
3. Have an effective biography that can be updated over time
4. Have an effective resume that can be updated over time
5. Have an effective business card design
6. Create a reel, online portfolio or work sample
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7. Have an effective headshot
8. Understand the self-awareness, organization, skills, and self-motivation to have a
successful and satisfying career in dance or related to dance

•

Professor: Scott Heinzerling

•

In this course, we worked on the development of specific fundamentals of ballet
technique: alignment/placement, use of the core, use of rotation, use of the back, port de
bras, articulation, balance, musicality, and range of performance quality

•

OBJECTIVES:
1. To develop a rigorous and informed personal work ethic
2. To develop a greater awareness and understanding of each student's own perspective
regarding ownership versus compliance toward the study of ballet technique
3. To promote a deeper understanding of how the study of ballet supports the
development of the student's potential dance development
4. Recognize and become aware of personal work ethic

•

Professor: Lisa Gillespie

•

In this course, emphasis was placed on proper classical alignment of the body and
acquisition of ballet vocabulary

•

OBJECTIVES:
1. To acquire further understanding of the principles of classical ballet technique
2. To acquire further understanding of alignment and tum out appropriate to one's body
3. To acquire further understanding of epaulement and port de bras
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4. To improve the student's ability to learn, analyze, and execute continually
challenging enchainements
5. To increase strength and stamina
6. To further develop student's artistic expression

•

Professor: John Todd

• During this course, we were able to work towards mastering the study of ballet through
an aggressively athletic approach to technique and discipline
•

OBJECTIVES:
1. Efficiency of movement
2. Precision of skill and technique
3. Understanding of proper body placement
4. Refined muscle tone and body shape

Modem Dance

•

Professor: Robbie Cooke

•

In this course, we learned how to sue the body as a tool of expression in the form of
contemporary modem dance

•

Several different techniques were used as reference points in order to usher in an
investigation of time, space, energy, shape, motion, momentum and performance

•

OUTCOMES:
1. Students will be able to efficiently organize their body in relationship to
contemporary modem dance
2. The student will be able to integrate individuality with technical training through
focus, phrasing, self-confidence and self-direction
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3. Gain the ability to accurately and consistently execute intended movements in form,
space and time
4. The student will be able to demonstrate balance, flexibility, strength and endurance

•

Professor: Nick Duran

•

This course did not focus on one specific way or a singular choreographic vision, but
instead offered training relevant to the form that is constantly changing, disassembling
and evolving

•

We explored the technique behind technique and HOW and WHY technique functions

•

A large emphasis was placed on somatic and improvisational methods

•

We de! ve deep! y into our inner selves in order to better understand that which informs
our choices and work to expand our thinking, approach and functioning in regards to
dance
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• Professor: Lilian Barbeito
•

This course explored Countertechnique, a movement system developed by Anouk van
Dijk

•

By the end of this course, we were able to understand basic Countertechnique and
BODYTRAFFIC repertory with personal artistry, and clear, dynamic and efficient
movement

•

Professor: Roz Le Blanc Loo

• In this course we focused on tackling advanced, professional level-work
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•

extremities and nuanced connections through the core of the body as they relate to
musicality and performativity

•

OUTCOMES:
1. Be able to integrate the components of skilled dancing-alignment, strength,
mobility, expressivity, choreographic detail and performance
2. Increase skill level and stamina

...i.
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While reinforcing technical skills, we learned to access complicated articulations of the

3. Increase strength in the core and mobility of the extremities
4. Value music as a vehicle toward greater expressivity and technical ability in dance

•

Professor: Paige Porter

•

This class was broken up into two separate focuses. On Tuesdays the class emphasized
technical development and expanding study of proper alignment, consistent execution,
and investigating kinesthetic concepts. On Thursdays we focused on the integration of
body and spirit through dance phrases and combinations of movement

•

OBJECTIVES:
1. An enhanced technical skill level
2. An enriched level of musicality and concise understanding of the importance of
musicality in dance
3. Enhanced performance quality
4. An improved use of space in dance including an understanding of a dancer's
relationship to the floor

•

Professor: Jason Myhre
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•

In this course we were exposed to advance professional jazz technique and styles,
movement articulation, performance qualities, musicality, and style

•

These styles included: classical, commercial, hip-hop,jazz funk, lyrical and musical
theatre

•

OBJECTIVES:

~.
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1. To expand the student's knowledge of jazz techniques and performance, in a
commercial field
2. To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn at a fast pace and execute the
movement correctly in the style of the choreography presented
3. To work towards an increase strength, stamina and flexibility
4. To gain more knowledge and confidence in performing the art of commercial jazz
5. To address and progress in technical execution of advance jazz movement
6. To gain an understanding of working in the professional world of dance
World Dance: Dance of Africa

•

Professor: Monti Ellison

• This course introduced African dance; included Congolese, Afro Cuban, Haitian, Afro
Caribbean and West African dances
•

OBJECTIVES:
l. To develop skills and understanding of the principles of African dance

2. To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn analyze and execute rhythmic
dance patterns
3. To further develop musical and rhythmic clarity, as well as phrasing
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4. To increase awareness of African dance movements and their meaning in a cultural
context
5. To encourage a sense of community spirit
World Dance: Yoga for Dancers
•

Professor: Holly Johnston

•

This course allowed us to encounter Yoga as a form of conditioning and therapy for the
body, mind and senses

•

We learned positions that toned our muscles and organs of the body as well as
conditioned the nervous system

•

We were taught to find balance between steady, consistent, and appropriate change and
ego driven pre-mature, dangerous demands placed on the body that can create illness,
injury, and sickness

•

We learned to refine concentration through breathing, which can create the possibility for
the practitioner to eliminate "confusion" or "head-noise" that arises from external stimuli
and it can teach you to focus on your internal alignment and breath, which gives birth to
the "awakened you."

•

OBJECTIVES:
1. Execute standing postures, which will condition the muscles of the legs and
strengthen the connection of the joins
2. Demonstrate physical efficiently in postures
3. Execute finishing postures promotion restoration and rejuvenation
4. Identify which muscle group is at work
5. Identify personal muscular and structural imbalances
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6. Identify habitual movement parts
Pilates
•

Professor: Melanie King

•

In this course, we worked out using Pilates equipment and mat repertoire as well as the
usage of other somatic approaches to support a dancing body's needs outside of
performances, rehearsals and technique classes

•

We completed exercises using materials such as the Pilates Reformer, Trapeze Table,
Wunda Chair, "spine corrector," theraband, Pilates mat and Swiss Ball exercises

•

The goal of this course is to build strong muscles without excess bulk, developing body
awareness, good posture, and graceful bio-mechanically safe movement
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HOW DOES A DANCER'S "MOVING IDENTITY" SHAPE THE CHOREOGRAPHIC
PROCESS?

Carly Kelleher
Senior Thesis Preparation
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Historically, audiences of dance performances have afforded choreographers the bulk of
their praise. In doing so, they have overlooked the role that the dancer plays in the choreographic
process. They are unaware that it is the dancer's intention and embodiment of movement that
brings the work to life. This paper will step behind the scenes to explore how a dancer's "moving
identity" shapes the choreographic process, arguing that this creative element is dependent upon
such factors as the type of company the dancer is in, the marketing experience of the company,
the relationship between the individual dancer and choreographer, and most importantly, the
individual dancer herself, which will all be explored throughout the development of this essay.
The concept of "creativity" is flexible, subjective and open to interpretation. According to
Rachel Farrer, "a dancer's input is not exactly tangible ... creativity exists in her embodied
experiences, developing and adapting movement, working with other dancers and responding to a
choreographer's tasks;,,_ In other words, it is difficult to clearly define the specific contributions,
or role each individual dancer plays in a choreographic piece; it is uniquely different for each
dancer and is dependent upon his or her personal experiences and knowledge. Roche talks about
this concept of a dancer's distinctive movement style in Multiplicity, Embodiment and the
Contemporary Dancer. In this article, she coins the term "moving identity" in order to describe a
dancer's unique signature movement, which is developed through the accumulation of training
approaches, choreographic movement traces and anatomical structures;;. The degree to which a
dancer expresses her moving identity in a choreographic setting is highly dependent upon many
external factors in the environment, such as the type of company the dancer is in.
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There are a wide variety of dance companies, each of which performs different
styles of dance and is marked by distinct cultures. For example, some companies consist of
a larger group, while others have a more intimate, smaller group of dancers. Some
companies center themselves on the choreographer as a brand, and others put forth a more
collaborative effort. The style of dance that a company performs particularly affects the
dancer's creative role in the work. For example, a contemporary or modern dance company
is more progressive and open to dancer-choreographer collaboration than is a ballet
company. According to Roche, "ballet dancers become unconsciously inculcated into the
specific culture of ballet and 'this affects their movement and thought processes'''"' .
Historically, ballet culture is strict, structured and classical, leaving very little room for a
dancer to flavor the work with her creativity. Ballet companies tend to focus on the dancer
as a technician, rather than a creative vessel by which the choreographer's vision comes to
life.''
In a dance company that is marketed to represent the choreographer as a brand, such
as The Paul Taylor Dance Company or Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company, the
dancers have much less of a creative voice. Bill T. Jones' pieces are often highly
inflammatory and address very controversial topics. In "Another Evening: Serenade/The
Proposition," for example, Jones makes a commentary on Abraham Lincoln's presidency,
which was during a period of great hatred and inequalities between Blacks and Whites. He
addresses loaded themes like religion, war and slavery's legacy without anything
approaching a wink or a smirk'" Because Jones is tackling such a controversial topic, it is
important that he gives direct and specific directions to his dancers; he must be extremely
intentional with his music, choreography and overall production .
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Additionally, because the choreographers of these companies are widely known, there
is a specific aesthetic and style of movement that is expected from them. Company members'
moving identity is less apparent and more muted in order to allow choreographers to adhere to
their signature choreographic identity, as well as to keep audience members satisfied. While
company members are at times asked to voice their creativity or collaborate on movement,
"the choreographer is always credited as the creator because it is he/she who is recognized by
the spectator"'". In other words, regardless of the dancer's creative involvement in the piece,
audience members are most often concerned with the choreographer himself, not the dancers .
As Farrer states, "The dancers within the company change but audiences are interested in the
choreographer despite what creative input the dancers have";;".
Dance companies with a collective name set a tone of collaboration from the very
beginning. As recognized by Farrer, a collective name helps determine the company
members' roles before the choreographic process even begins'';;_ With this in mind, dancers
may approach the rehearsal space with a more open mindset and willingness to bring their
moving identity and individuality to the table. To express the value of the author, Selma
Jeanne Cohen, a historian who dedicated her career to advocating dance as an art worthy of
the same acclaim given to painting, music and literature, states, "the audience comes to the
dance through the agency of a personality who, no matter how hard he may try to be a merely
colorless vessel through which the genius of the author is transmitted, somehow transmits a
part of himself as well'"'. In other words, no matter how hard a dancer may try to make his or
her movement objective, a dancer is truly the vehicle through which a choreographer's vision
comes to life. BalaSole Dance Company, a modern dance company based out of New York
City that focuses on bringing diversity, individuality and unity to the audience, is a prime
example of a collaborative dance
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company. According to BalaSole's company website, "BalaSole Dance Company mentors its
artists in developing or honing their individual artistic voice. Additionally, the artists receive
group mentoring through collaborative works, as well as through lectures on artistry, auditions,
injury prevention, career planning, administration, marketing and financial planning. The goal
of this program is to help artists succeed in their careers within or outside the field of concert
dance'" A dancer's approach to the movement, creative coloring and moving identity can
completely alter the way in which a work is presented and perceived-and this is the
company's intention from the onset.
In order for this to happen, though, trust among company members and between dancer
and choreographer must be present. It is necessary because choreography and dance are two
vulnerable art forms, and both dancer and choreographer must believe that their crafts will be
respected and protected with care. When this is true, artistic flowering occurs. In the words of
Randall Smith, an MFA from The University of Irvine, "it is not uncommon for a
choreographer to become inspired and motivated, find a sense of flow or become, in effect,
creative because of an extraordinary dancer's merits while in the rehearsal process''" .
Choreographers lend the opportunity for their company members to be creative in
varying ways. Some choreographers provide their company members complete creative license
to create a particular phrase, while others give very specific and detailed outlines of the type of
movement they are looking for. As one dancer shared, at times, strict restrictions are liberating
because they "'create a shared language understood by all dancers'''"'. Company members are
extremely valuable assets to a choreographer and without them, a choreographer's vision would
not be able to be actualized;" a dancer adds to a choreographer's consciousness''" .
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There are two types of dancers: active and passive. A passive dancer is very obedient
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and adheres to what is being asked of her by the choreographer. An active dancer, on the other
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hand," ... sees herself, and is seen by the choreographer as a willing collaborator in the
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choreographic process''"'. According to Peter Arnold, "an active and educated dancer is one
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who is not only conceptually equipped and experientially sensitive but is one who thinks about
what she does and why she does it"". In other words, an active dancer presents a very mindful,
eager and open approach to the choreographic process. She expresses a preparedness to delve
into the creative realm of collaboration with the choreographer. A choreographer looking for an
inspiring and informative collaborative experience with his company members is looking to
work with active dancers.
As a creative and innovative dancer, one must be original and express her ingenuity as
the choreographic process unfolds. Dancers that present a moving identity that is interesting to

>

the choreographer, or that inspires them in a new way, becomes an invaluable asset to the piece .
When adding creativity to a piece, a dancer must "have solved the problem of how to embody
what is required in a refined, accentuated, and vivified way throughout becoming overly selfexpressive"'". In other words, it is important that dancers recognize the difference and very
fine line between respectfully bringing their individuality to the dance space and over crossing
their boundaries.
The success of a company is largely dependent upon the communication between dancer
and choreography. Regardless of the level of involvement a dancer has in the choreographic
process, a solid mutual level of respect between dancer and choreographer is necessary in order
to facilitate a nurturing, positive and constructive dance environment. In terms of the creative
involvement of the dancer, as exhibited through this essay, there are several factors that
influence
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the degree to which a dancer's creativity and moving identity are exploited within a piece .
Although a dancer's ability to input her 'essence' into a piece is dependent upon those factors
listed above, each and every environment a dancer is placed in is a learning experience from
which vast amounts of knowledge are to be gained.
If a dancer is in a situation in which the choreographer isn't looking to collaborate with
his dancers, it provides the dancer the opportunity to truly hone in on what it is that the
choreographer is looking for and master that particular choreographer's style of movement.
Other working environments, such as a ballet company for instance, may lend dancers the perfect
chance to concentrate on their technique. Conversely, in a very collaborative environment,
dancers are allowed to explore their creativity and challenge their mind to traverse areas it has yet
to explore. Regardless of the level of collaboration between choreographer and dancer,
ultimately, a dance performance is far more than a simple presentation of choreography to the
audience. It is the dancer's ownership, individual movement quality and creation that truly bring
a work to life.
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Career Bridge: Career Search
The following links were found to be useful in gaining information regarding the GMAT and
potential MBA programs, seeing as though this is one of my goals for the future:
I) http://www.mba.com/us/the-gmat-exam/about-the-gmat-exam.aspx
2) https://www.manhattanprep.com/ gmat/locations/losangeles/?mkwid=sZICpe6uR_dc&pcrid=629947677 l 5&pmt=e&pkwid=gmat%252520prep%25
2520courses&gclid=CPiqyd2wq8UCFVKGfgodB48A8w
3) http://grad-schools.usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-businessschools/mba-rankings
4) http://poetsandquants.com/2014/ I 0/ 13/the-most-lucrati ve-seven-figure-mba-degrees-on-earth/
5) http://www.allbusinessschools.com/business-careers/mba/
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Artist Statement
Growing up in an interracial family, I knew few, if any, little girls that looked like me.
My mother, a beautiful African American woman endowed me with crazy unmanageable curly
hair, warm hazelnut skin and a huge personality. My dad on the other hand, a handsome Irish
lad, gifted me with a tiny button nose, small frame and a deeply profound care for others .
Although I was well liked and had many friends growing up, there was always something about
my appearance that I was never fully happy with. Why couldn't I have long beautiful straight
hair like all of my friends? Why didn't I have perfectly fair porcelain skin like everyone else I
knew? These were questions I constantly asked myself when I was younger. It wasn't, however,
until the moment I stepped into a dance studio, peering through the glass window that separated
me from the stunning advanced dancers in the main studio, that I truly understood the meaning
of beauty. These dancers were visually stunning and I couldn't keep my eyes off of them. In an
instant, my personal standard for beauty had completely changed. This is what I wanted to do
with my life; these were the dancers I wanted to become. And so my life-long journey as a
dancer began .
It wasn't long before I quickly learned that as a dancer, I would be judged on one thing
and one thing only: my work ethic. In the studio, you earn your stripes. Recognition and
improvement were not going to be handed to me on a silver platter; I had to work hard for every
single thing I wanted to accomplish. Dancers did not move up a level because they were
"pretty," or looked a certain way, they were advanced solely based off of their dedication, hard
work, technique and hunger for improvement. I fed off of this "all or nothing" atmosphere and it
drove me to challenge and push myself beyond what I thought I was capable of. In a few short
months, I was rapidly improving and moving to the top of the class. When I was in the dance
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room, I felt unstoppable. I no longer focused on comparing myself to others; I had goals to reach
and self-doubt would only prevent me from reaching these goals. Dance helped me let go of my
previously held criterion for beauty and allowed me to see that beauty comes in all sizes, shapes
and forms. Ultimately, dance has taught me the importance of acceptance.
Acceptance is something that people of today's society struggle with in my opinion. As
sad as it is, this world is still filled with discrimination, hatred and judgment. Dance has exposed
me to people from all different walks of life: gay, straight, white, black, etc. Dancers as artists
are inherently unique. We walk to the beat of our own drum and have a very "out of the box"
approach to life. We are eclectic, carefree and void of inhibition. Dance has allowed me to
remain constantly surrounded with people of various racial backgrounds, sexual orientations, and
cultures. I accept all people, regardless of how they chose to live their lives. The beauty of
dance, for me, lies in the fact that regardless of our backgrounds, we are all united as one through

movement. We are a community of individuals who have a common passion and understanding
for one another's lifestyle choices and goals. I'm not sure there is any other activity, sport or
form of art that has such a powerful way of bringing people together. Dance has a way of
stimulating non-dancers as well, capturing their interest and leaving them completely entranced.
For example, last year I attended Alvin Ailey's performance at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.
As a struggling college student, I didn't exactly have the funds to purchase first-rate seats. In
fact, I was in the balcony seated in the second from last row of the entire theatre; this was
something I had never experienced before. It was, however, an unforgettable night. When Ailey
performed Revelations, I noticed that all of the African Americans sitting around us were
absolutely enamored. They were up out of their seats, dancing, clapping, and singing along in
the most reverent of ways. I quickly realized that revelations completely encapsulated the
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triumphs and tribulations of the African American race. Alvin Ailey has taken this piece and has
made it into a "cultural treasure, beloved by generations of fans." Witnessing the emotional
response and transcendent power of this form of art was life changing. It was in this moment
that I finally had a full understanding of the cultural and historical power dance holds.
Aside from acceptance, dance has taught me the value of discipline. Dance is a
completely self-motivating art. The amount of sweat, disappointment and unwavering
dedication that dance demands is unrivaled. Through dance, I have learned that nothing in life
comes without hard work; nothing is deserved. Not only did I learn that nothing in life is
deserved, but more importantly, I learned how rewarding a feeling it is to accomplish a goal
you've set for yourself through steadfast dedication. As well, "discipline" is a value that I have
transferred to all other aspects of my life. Regardless of what it is that I am doing, I always give
one hundred percent of my effort. Wholeheartedly approaching a homework assignment,
friendship, or difficult situation, is the only way I know how. Discipline has allowed me to
perfect my technique in a way that it becomes second nature when I get on stage. Because of
this, I am able to fully immerse myself in the performance and think of nothing at all while I am
up on stage, letting my raw emotions outpour. In other words, I get lost in the moment.
Personally, I believe this is an integral component of being a dancer: self-expression to the
fullest. The point of dance is to take the audience to another place, allow them to really feel what
the piece is about. For me, this requires a sound technical foundation so that technique becomes
secondary to the performance aspect of the piece.
Dance has provided me a voice in times when I was unable to vocally articulate my
emotions. There is something extremely settling about going in to the studio, working your tail
off and forgetting about everything else in the "real world."
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When I am in the studio, I am not thinking about anything except what is happening in that
moment. I am able to channel all of my stress, energy and worries into pushing myself to
become the best dancer I can be. I am grateful to have found an outlet to unload my dirty
laundry, sweat out my frustrations and harness any negativity into motivation to move forward
and progress as a dancer. I am not always the best at putting how I feel into words, so dance has
been an outstanding opportunity to express myself through movement. Becoming comfortable
conveying myself through movement and performance has helped me outside the dance arena as
well. As a generally shy individual, dance has provided me a platform to strengthen my
confidence and grow in my communication skills. Now, as a soon to be graduate, I have grown
to become an eloquent and efficient communicator and am very comfortable speaking with
others and meeting new people. This is something I have not always been accustomed to.
Growing up, my shy nature held me back from doing certain things I wanted to do, so I am
eternally grateful that dance has helped bring me out of my shell and find my voice in this world.
I have always been taught that above all, happiness is the most important thing in life. If
you work hard, uphold strong morals, strive for your goals and live life to the fullest, happiness
is possible. I am lucky to have found this genuine happiness in dance. Dance has not only
provided me happiness within myself, but it has provided me happiness in community. From a
young age, I have always connected with the individuals I danced with more so than those I
attended school with. We connected on a deeper level because we shared a passion and work
ethic most people my age were completely unaccustomed to. Moving away from the dancers I
had grown up with and considered family was terrifying. I was unsure what life would be like
without seeing these individuals every day in the studio. I wasn't surprised, however, that I
quickly found a family in the LMU dance community. Immediately after meeting the dancers in
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the program, I felt at home. All of my peers were equally passionate about dance and ready to
embark upon four years of supreme development, growth and dedication. I was continuously
inspired by the upperclassman and always striving to reach their level of maturity in both dance
and life in general. Through LMU's dance program, I have gained mentors, friends and
ultimately, family. To be connected with driven individuals who feel the same unwavering love
for this art form as I do, is something I will be forever grateful for. The friends, professors and
opportunities I have experienced throughout my four years in the LMU dance program are
incomparable to any other experience in my life thus far.
Consolidating my thoughts and feelings about dance, an art form that I have been
dedicated to since the age of three, that most family members, friends and even distant
acquaintances define me by, and that I have dedicated well over half of my to, is no simple task.
I am not even quite certain that my words written above have perfectly encapsulated my thoughts
on dance and being an artist. One thing I do know, however, is that dance has made me a better
person. It has allowed me to express myself in a completely genuine and honest manner. It has
exposed, as well as opened my heart, to all types of people and shown me the importance of
wholeheartedly accepting everyone. It has caused me to question and explore undiscovered
areas. And ultimately, it has shown me the strength and unbound potential that rests within
myself. I have accomplished things in dance, as well as other areas of my life, that I never knew
I was capable of. I have experienced performances in which I completely escaped to another
world, transcending beyond myself and embodying various characters and roles. I am grateful to
have been able to experience all of these things, and I truly know that without dance, I would be
nowhere near the person that I am today. So dance, I sincerely thank you for all that you have
done for me in my life.
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